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Freedom Fest-ivities growing for 2002
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray Rotary Club/MurrayCalloway County Hospital All-American
Soap Box Derby was the official kick off to
Freedom Fest activities this weekend, and
the tourism commission said there is much
more in store for the next two months.
Traditionally. Freedom Fest begins with
the Soap Box Derby on May 31 and ends
with a Make a Difference Day on July 27.
This year, there are several new events to
add to the list. such as the Murray
Supercross Race (June 21) at the Calloway

County Fairgrounds, the ken Pool Party
and Luau (July 6) at the Murray-Calloway
County Park Pool, Drums Between the
Rivers (July 15) at Roy Stewart Stadium,
and the Farmers Market (July 4) on the
Court Square.
"1 am very excited to add these to our
line-up." said Judy Gargus, Director of
Murray-Calloway
County
Tourism
Commission.
Gargus also said the location for the
Family Day in the Park has changed to the
Chestnut Street Park for visibility reasons.
The event, which includes Bark in the

Park. the Kids' Parade, and the Pie Auction.
will feature Taste of the South this year.
which will feature dishes of local restaurants, and Bluegrass music throughout the
day.
Along with the new events, the festival is
full of traditional activities like the United
Way Antique Show and Auction on June 2930 at the Regional Special Events Center
and the Main Street Mile on July 4 at Sparks
Hall.
Gargus said the most exciting part of
Freedom Fest this year is the unveiling of
the Streetscape project. During the United

Way's Salute to Homefront Heroes Parade,
there will be a ribbon stretched across Main
Street for an official ribbon cutting of the
project.
•
"That is going to be a special event for
the 4th of July activities," she said.
Gargus also said this year's
Froggy/Willie Country Music Concert on
July 5 at Roy Stewart Stadium will also be
very special this year consideling all the
performers that it is bringing this year.
Froggy 103 FM is presenting the
"Rocking Roadhouse Tour" with country
music artists Joe Diffie. Mark Chestnut and

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

WASH, RINSE. REPEAT ... Ryan Eaves volunteers to wash cars Tuesday at Hardee's to help raise funds for the Main Street
Youth Center building fund. The youths will continue washing cars today at Pizza Hut and Friday at Wal-Mart to help raise
money for the fund.

New Economy initiatives moving ahead
will be building a
facility.
Right now, the
plans are to
develop it off
campus to the
of
north
Murray."
The
New
Economy proBuckingham gram was passed
by the General
Assembly during its 2000 session.
Its purpose. Buckingham said, is' o
place an emphasis on establishing
more technology and informationbased industries and concentrating
new

less on industrial efforts.
"Manufacturing is always going
to be important, but the difficulty in
recruiting manufacturing and growing it and developing it will always
be more difficult in the future than it
was in the past,- he said. "We have
a good workforce and a workforce
that has been well-trained, but in the
area of technology, we've still got a
long ways to go."
Buckingham said the RCET will
be tied in with Murray State
University, which he said will play a
major role in not only aiding existing businesses with technologyrelated issues, but also in helping

entrepreneurs establish new ventures of their own.
MSU has also already reaped
some rewards from New Economy
initiatives. This past month, the university, in conjunction with Murty
Pharmaceutical Inc. in Lexington,
Ky., received a $100,000 award
from the state to explore health- and
human development-related projects.
Buckingham retired from his
post as MSU's coordinator of
regional development in July of last
year. but Was asked to stay on by the

III See Page 2A

Census numbers reveal Kentucky high school boost
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) The percentage of
Kentuckians with a high school education
increased in the last decade by the highest rate in
the nation, according to census figures released
Tuesday.
It was a moving target. however. Kentucky
remained 49th in high school educational attainment — a woeful statistic one education booster

described as "the symbol of our historic education neglect."
Nearly three in four adult Kentuckians — 74.1
percent — reported having at least a high school
education, including an equivalency certificate, in
2000. That was a gain of 9.5 percentage points
from 1990. The national rate increased by 5.2
points to 80.4 percent.
-We closed the gap by half with the nation,"
said Ron Crouch, executive director of the
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U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Co. is
cited in study

Let Us Spray

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
After two years ot hard work,
Kentucky New Economy initiatives
in the western part of the state are
ready to move forward.
According to state Rep. Buddy
Buckingham
(D-Murray),
a
Regional Center for Emerging
Technology will be built in Murray
sometime in the near future. Within
the next 60 days, some of the center's staff will be hired.
"We will be hiring an energy
consortium director in the next 60
days and. hopefully. an ICC director
in 90 days." Buckingham said. We

Tracy Lawrent.e
WILE 94.7 FM
is showcasing
legend Gene
Watson.
"We've t
i
never had #
that many
people *
pert:orm at
one concert
before." Gargus said. "We're kind of having

Kentucky State Data Center
In addition, the percentage of Kentuckians
with college degrees increased by a fourth to 17.1
percent. Kentucky was the No. 4 proportionate
gainer in that category.
The Census Bureau previously released data
for Kentucky. Additional data released Tuesdav
allowed for national comparisons.
Most other southeastern states were among the

IN See Page 2A

By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's largest smokeless tobacco
company is violating a 1998 legal
settlement by targeting children in
its ads, said lawmakers who cited a
study by Massachusetts health officials.
L.S. Smokeless Tobacco Co.
spent $9.4 million last year on
advertising in magazines that have
substantial number of young readers, up from $3.6 million in 1997.
according to the report released
Tuesday by the Massachusetts
Tobacco Control Program.
-These results are troubling and
indicate to us that UST is not in
compliance with the agreement it
signed with the state attorneys general," Rep. Henry Waxman, DCalif., and Sen. Richard Durban, D111., said in a letter sent Tuesday to
the National Association of
Attorneys General. UST Inc. is the
holding
company
for
U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco.
The lawmakers urged the attorneys general to take legal action
against the Greenwich, Conn.-based
company, which makes the snuff
brands Copenhagen and Skoal. Its
manufacturing facilities are in,
Nashville, Tenn.: Hopkinsville, Ky.;
and Chicago.
Richard Verheij, the company's
general counsel, said he was confident the manufacturer had not violated the agreement it signed in
1998.
"We're very comfortable with

II See Page 2A

Support needed for
Operation Safe Baby
Special to the Ledger
Operation Safe Baby is a community-wide effort to address the need
for Safe car seats for the babies and toddlers living in poverty in Calloway
County.
Car safety seat checks are scheduled in conjunction with the World's
Biggest Baby Shower. In the past. approximately 90 unsafe seats have
been replaced during each of these events. The majority of these seats
were donated by Mattel.
Community support is urgently needed to implement Operation Safe
Baby to address the safety and well-being of this most vulnerable population group. Arrangements have been made to purchase new Cosco car
seats at a quantity discount rate of $36 each. Individuals, Sunday School
groups, churches, office groups, youth organizations, businesses, or other
entities are being sought to sponsor one or more car seat.
Donations are tax-deductible and may be sent to the Angel Fund in care
of the Calloway County Family Resource Center. 1169 Pottertown Rd.
Donations are needed before July 5. if possible. For more information or

III See Page 2A
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FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL

the publications that v.e selected,Verheij said.
He said he would review the
report and the lawmakers' objections but maintained the company
had to communicate with adults.
"Nobody wants youth to use the
product." he said. "VVe still have a
right to market the product to adults,
and we assume nobody would
object to that."
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco is the
only smokeless manufacturer that,
like the major cigarette manufacturers, reached a settlement with the
states regarding health costs
Mew ied by Medkaid programs.
The settlement does not mention
magazine advertising but includes a
ban on the companies taking —any
actiort, directly or indirectly, to target youth within any settling state in
the advertising, promotion or marketing of tobacco products."
The Massachusetts study found
that U.S. Smokeless Tobacco ran
ads in nine magazines that either
have more than 2 million youth
readers or magazines in which
young people made up at least 15
percent of the readership.
The nation's largest cigarette
manufacturer. Philip
Morris.
stopped advertising in such magazines about two years ago after it
was accused of targeting kids.
Gregory Connolly. director of the
Massachusetts Tobacco Control
Program. said U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco should do the same.
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FirePoliceLogs

KSU President
won't resign

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Five trucks and 10 firefighters responded to a house fire at 8328 Ky
121 South Tuesday. Upon arrival, firefighters found a totally engulfed
house. The home was a total loss.
Its owner, Ron Baker, was not home at the time of the fire. CCFR was
on the scene for three hours, and no injuries were reported.
Murray Police Department
• Benard A Gannon III, 41, Murray, was driving east on Douglas Road
when the right tire of his vehicle dropped off the roadway. The vehicle
then entered a ditch, struck a culvert and became airborne It then struck
a mailbox and landed in an overturned position on the roadway.
Gannon was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for minor abrasions to the head and left arm The Murray Fire
Department assisted at the scene of the accident.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and
citations from respective agencies

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Two
members of Kentucky State
University's board of regents say
President George Reid has informally been asked to resign but has
refused.
The I I -member board is to hold a
special meeting on June 20. It
intends to rescind a three-year conin
tract extension approved
November but never negotiated.
A second regent. Harry Lee
Waterfield 11, said he contacted Reid
last week about resigning.
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Israel suicide attack kills
16 in Megiddo bus blast
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Operations
Security
the
outside
National
TOUR OF DUTY ... President Bush talks to reporters
Security
National
the
of
tour
a
during
Center as NSA Director Lt. Gen. Michael Hayden watches,
Agency in Fort Meade, Md., Tuesday.

Mideast peace conference in work?
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
Bush administration is mapping
plans for a Middle East peace conference next month in Turkey, a
major step in a resurgent U.S. effort
to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict.
According to a well-placed U.S.
official, the conference would be
held among foreign ministers from
the Middle East and Europe.
But the official, speaking
Tuesday on condition of anonymity,
cautioned that arranging an agenda
and making other difficult preparations remain as potential hurdles.
The peace conference would be
geared to reopening negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinians

while also addressing the broader
Arab-Israeli conflict.
In the latest attack against
Israelis, at least 16 passengers were
killed dozens injured near the town
of Megiddo when a car bomb
exploded next to a bus engulfing it
in flames during the morning rush
hour today.
President Bush's scheduled meetings this weekend with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak and next
Monday with Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon could accelerate planning.
They could clarify the next steps
in promoting democratic change
within the Palestinian Authority and
new security arrangements in
Palestinian-controlled areas of the

West Bank and in Gaza, said the senior U.S. official.
Sharon has proposed that the
U.S.-sponsored conference be at the
level of foreign ministers to keep
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
from attending. Sharon insists Arafat
is not committed to making peace
with Israel and thus is unworthy of
attending the conference.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
said Tuesday he believes that
Palestinian people expect Arafat to
do more for them. In an interview
with National Public Radio, Powell
said the I9-month-old uprising
against the Israelis "hasn't brought
them anything but grief.

III Census ...
Committee for Academic Excellence, said the movement had older roots.
education.
"It reflects the emphasis on education in Kentucky
school
high
a
top 10 gainers in attainment of
generally
the other southern states over the last 20 years, realwhich
and
Southwest,
the
with
They contrasted
ly," Sexton said in a telephone interview.
had the smallest increases
the
thinks
"There's a message that's been getting out there: To
The Kentucky Department of Education
in the modern world, you're going to have to
function
education.
for
appreciation
figures reflect a greater
"Tile knowledge of education in this state has have a high school diploma."
However, Sexton said. "our ranking probably will
increased dramatically," department spokeswoman Lisa
change in our lifetimes" because it was so low to
not
Gross said.
1990,"
with.
begin
since
dramatically
increased
has
"The interest
"It's a result of our history," he said. -The top states,
when the General Assembly passed the sweeping
too — it's their history. You've got to make up for the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
Prichard
the
of
deficit of our history."
director
executive
Robert Sexton,
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From Front

"In our opinion, the data shows
their advertising clearly targets
youth," Connolly said.
He accused the company of
after certain teens by advertisgoing
MISS YOUR PAPER?
magazines such as Sports
in
ing
Call the circulation dept between
Illustrated and Hot Rod. "That
Monday-Friday or
5 00-6 00 p.m
(advertising) money is- certainly a
430-5.00 p.m Saturday at 753-1916
target to high-risk young males who
Murray Ledger 8. Times(USPS 308-700i
Murray Ledger R. Times is a member of the
either associate smokeless with
Press
Press, Kentucky
Associated
playing baseball or driving fast
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association_ The Associated - cars," Connolly said.
Press is exclusively entitled to news origiThe other magazines in which the
nated by Murray Ledger & Times

company's ads appeared and.which
have many young readers are
Rolling Stone. Motor Trend.
Sporting News. Sport. TV Guide,
Popular Science and Spin, according
to the report. Verheij says the company has subsequently pulled its ads
from Rolling Stone for business reasons.
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco is not
the only company facing this kind of
criticism.: California is suing R..1
Reynolds Tobacco Co. for marketing to tet,iis-and -has-eitetl-the-company's magazine ads in the suit
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II Safe Baby...
From Front

From Front

to obtain a flyer about Operation Safe Baby, contact the Center at 762-7333
or phone the Murray Resource Center at 759-9592.
Among the other partners assisting in Operation Safe Baby are: Murray
Head Start, the Little Laker Family Resource Center, Calloway County
Health Department, Department of Community Based Services, the
Calloway County Extension Office, and Child Development at Murray
State. The car seats will be checked by highly trained professionals from the
Purchase District Health Department and Drive Smart KY.
The Worlds Biggest Baby Shower is scheduled from 10 a.m - I p.m. on
Saturday. Aug. 3. at the First United Methodist Church. Tickets for
Operation Safe Baby will be distributed at the shower. Car seat checks will
be done at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.

several concerts in one."
She said the beauty of having the
two radio stations bring in performers is it makes a more diverse performance. with Froggy bringing in
"new" country acts and Willie
sticking with the more traditional
country. "It is a concert that will
appeal to many ages,- Gargus said.
For a free event guide. call 7592199 or 1-8(X)-715-5004. or visit
www.murraylink.com

•New Economy ...

Customer Choice CD
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. MEGIDDO, Israel (AP) — An ers, including a man and woman
Islamic militant drove a car packed embracing in their final moments,
with explosives alongside an Israeli died trapped in the burning vehicle.
bus today and then ignited a huge Many passengers were soldiers travfireball that flipped the bus over eling to bases in the West Bank.
"I felt the bus leap and then turn
twice.
Sixteen passengers were killed over," said driver Mickey Hare!,
and dozens wounded in the attack on who has survived three previous
the 35th anniversary of the 1967 attacks in the past seven months. "I
saw soldiers thrown around the front
Mideast War.
In response, Israel sent two of the bus."
For the first time, the Palestinian
dozen tanks into the West Bank
town of Jenin, according to Authority — while condemning the
Palestinian security officials. The suicide assault — said it had no
Islamic Jihad group claimed respon- advance knowledge or any ties to
sibility for the bombing and said the the attack. Israel said Arafat was
bomber, who was not identified, responsible and presiding over a
coalition of terror.
came from the Jenin area.
"Following this attack, there will
Yasser Arafat's Palestinian
Authority condemned the suicide be no sanctuary and no safe haven
for any terrorist," said Raanan
assault.
Gissin, an adviser to Prime Minister
the
onto
were
hurled
Passengers
pavement as the bus tumbled; oth- Ariel Sharon.

bigger project than originally
planned, so I'm going back to work
full-time with the regional center,"
he said:
"I'll be the director of the regional center. Whether the title comes
out like that remains to be seen."
The New Economy initiative

From Front
university to help develop the RCET
project.. He was given a 1(X)-day
contract by the university, but will
soon be moving out of his current
position to take over the RCET.
"That has grown to be a much
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My heartfelt thanks go out to the voters of
District 2 for your continued support and
faith in me. A special thanks to all the people
that let me use their yards for my signs and to
all the people that helped me with my campaign in many other ways.
I am looking forward to serving you for the
next 4, years as Calloway
County continues to grow
and prosper.
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focuses on •four primary areas:
telecommunications technology;
energy and environmental issues;
recruiting technology businesses;
and developing lifelong learning.
Of those areas, Buckingham said
the first two will likely atTect the
western part of the state the most. A
consortium consisting of MSU. the
Universities of Kentucky and
Louisville and the Kentucky
Community and Technical College
System has already been formed to
deal with some energy-related
issues.
"The energy and environmental
issue is going to be huge because of
the existence of the Paducah
gaseous diffusion plant and all the
issues they've got and also the western Kentucky coal fields," he said.
Buckingham is currently serving
as chair of the New Economy's
western district planning committee.
He said the committee hopes to
establish a 21-county cluster to help
push efforts along."We developed a
.committee of entrepreneurs from all
over the region to do the planning
for what we'd like to see the* western
region become," he said. "Now
we're in the process of implementing that plan."
The RCET will also contain what
Buckingham calls innovation commercialization centers that will aid
in technology-based training and
implementation. He said he hopes
the new center will bring about a
resurgence of industrial activity in
the western region. "Kentucky has
always been looked at as a lowwage state," he said. "We've got to
counteract that by improving the
educational level of our workforce
and get them ready for a technologybased future. Once we do that, we'll
have more opportunities to develop
technology-based businesses."

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Election controversy still
lingers from 7 years ago
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
election was nearly seven years ago.
The law alleged to have been violated was changed six years ago. Gov.
Paul Patton was re-elected three
years ago.
Yet the legal controversy that surrounded Patton's
gubernatorial
victory in 1995
lingers on, joining a fascinating
cast of characters
that cuts across
the
political
gamut.
The Kentucky
Supreme Court
Patton
on Thursday is to
hear oral arguments about whether the then-new
public financing law on gubernatorial campaigns was unconstitutional
or whether two close Patton aides
and two top union officials should
be tried for criminal charges for violating that law.
After the price tag for the 1991
elections topped $10 million, the
General Assembly created a partial
public financing scheme for gubernatorial campaigns. If candidates
would accept spending limits, they
would get matching money from the
treasury for money they raised
through traditional fund-raising.
Patton and Republican Larry
Forgy both accepted the spending
cap. but it did not take long for allegations or irregularities to surface
after Patton won.
Attorney General Ben Chandler.
a sometimes political rival of

Patton's, empanIronically,
Kentucky's
top
eled a special Republican has joined in defending
grand
jury,
the Patton crowd.
which said four
U.S. Sen. Mitch
individuals conMcConnell, long
spired to violate
his party's leadspending
the
ing opponent of
limits.
campaign finance
Charged were
restrictions, filed
Andrew
a brief with the
court saying the
Chandler "Skipper"
Martin, Patton's
Kentucky
law
campaign manager and still his closMcConnell was unconstituest political adviser as chief of staff
tional.
for the governor's office; Danny
Frankfort
lawyer
Phillip
Ross, Patton's labor liaison as lieu- Shepherd, who represents Ross, said
tenant governor who holds the same the case should have been decided
position now; and Lon Fields and long ago on legislative or procedurRobert Winstead, who were officers al grounds and never prompted a
of Teamsters Local 89 in Louisville. criminal charge.
The indictment charged the group
"You cannot criminalize what is
conspired to subvert spending lim- essentially garden variety, constituits, in part by having Ross go on the tionally protected political activity,"
Teamster payroll during the cam- Shepherd said. "This is essentially a
paign.
political difference of opinion about
The 1996 legislature subsequent- the technicalities of how you comly changed the law regarding coordi- ply with a campaign finance law."
nation of political activity, but the
The Supreme Court, which is
charges still stood.
now in the middle of the disagreeA special judge ruled the law was ment, has some twists of its own.
an unconstitutional prohibition on
Justice James Keller defeated
political activity before a trial could Forgy for the seat on the bench in
be held. A divided panel of the Court 2000. And Patton appointed Chief
of Appeals reinstated the indictment. Justice Joseph Lambert's wife as
Forgy. who has long charged that judge of the family court in
Patton's campaign stole the election Rockcastle County. Both will sit on
from him, said he is over the matter the case. Justice Janet Stumbo,
but still seems bitter. "What should whose husband represented some of
the Supreme Court do with that? I the people who were involved in the
think we ought to cut the hypocrisy investigation, removed herself from
out and that they ought to issue a the case, leaving six justices to
one-sentence ruling that says the decide. There is no timetable for a
rule of law is suspended for decision after the oral argument, but
Democrats in governor's races," the court customarily takes several
Forgy said earlier this week.
months to make a ruling.
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mix of spending cuts and targeted
tax hikes such as higher cigarette
taxes or corporate taxes. The governors said that despite the economic
recovery apparently now under way.
states face lag times of up to 18
months before their revenues recover.
Engler and Patton are asking
members Of Congress to help the
states meet their growing financial
crises. The governors are asking federal lawmakers:
• To support Senate legislation
that would provide an additional
$4.5 billion in Medicaid money over
the next 18 months and a block grant
of $4.4 billion that states could use
for health care or social service
needs. The measure was introduced
recently by Sens. Ben Nelson. DNeb., and Susan Collins, R-Maine.
who have been collecting additional
Senate sponsors.
• To back states' efforts to come
up with a uniform way to collect
sales taxes on products sold out of
state, especially over the Internet.
Governors in many states are working together to come up with a simplified national tax collection strategy for goods sold to state residents
by
out-of-state
businesses.
Governors want federal help requiring businesses to collect and remit
taxes for participating states.
• To provide "a good. big transportation bill" next year to help
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states with such projects. Engler
said states have had to take increasingly more of that burden in recent
years.
The governors' said their chances
of getting help are increasing as
members of Congress grow aware of
the potential that states will have to
start cutting programs 'like education.
"We want to emphasize to them
that this is not unique to Michigan or
Kentucky,- Engler said. The move
to help the states on Medicaid and
health care funds could gain a lot of
support in the Senate, which "has
lot of former governors."
"In the House, you have a significant number who have never served
during a recession," Engler said.
"They haven't seen a budget that i.
contracting. They have a hard time
believing it's actually happening."

OFF
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Governors: States are struggling
to protect their basic programs
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Leading governors, faced with
growing Medicaid costs and shrinking tax revenues, warned Congress
on Tuesday that states are losing the
ability to fend off cuts in basic services, including education, by shifting money and using rainy-day
reserves.
"We're reaching the end of the
period where we can continue to
absorb these reduced revenues without having significant impact on
services, especially education," said
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton. a
Democrat and vice chairman of the
National Governors Association.
Patton and Michigan Gov. John
Engler, the Republican chairman of
the governors' group, talked
Tuesday about the impact of diminishing state revenues, spelled out in
a new survey of state income taxes.
The survey' shows income taxes
dropped by 15 percent in the first
four months of this year.
"It's a double whammy: not only
did you not have the money you
thought you. had for last fiscal year.
hut you now have to revise dramatically downward your revenues for
the coming year," said Ray
Scheppach, the NGA's executive
director.
Almost all states have rejected
general tax increases, opting for a
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Neckchains
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GEMSTONE
RINGS
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These locations are closing their doors...
303 WYATT DRIVE,
MAYFIELD, KY
Monday thru Saturday
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
RT. K 233 WEST PARK MALL,
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO
Monday thru Saturday
10:00 AM - 9.30 PM
Sunday 12 Noon - 6:00 PM
,

FOREVER
CHESTNUT HILLS S/C,HWY 641,
MURRAY,KY
Monday thru Saturday
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

REELFOOT S/C 1439 S. 1ST ST.,
UNION CITY, TN
Monday thru Saturday
10:00 AM - 6 00 PM
1243 E. MAIN ST, UNIVERSITY MALL,
CARBONDALE, IL
Monday thru Saturday
10:00 AM -9:00 PM
Sunday 12 Noon - 5:30 PM

Ways to Buy: Cash, Check, Lay-away, American Express, Visa, Discover, Mastercard, Financing Available
am

Bankruptcy Case *02-50710(3) 11
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Murray Appliance
Your GE Dealer"
212 E. Main St.
753-1586

Get a 1/2 lb. Sirloin Steak or Grilled

THE IRON PLACE
IRON FURNITURE & POTTERY

OPEN 8 STRAIGHT DAYS
STARTING FRIDAY, JUNE 7TH

Chicken Breast & Baked Potato

FOR ONLY 99
with the purchase of a Buffet!

sUFFET

2 HUGE SHIPMENTS JUST ARRIVED
NEW HOURS
ALL Wiii-Wids This Summer
Friday thru Sunday
Fri.-Sat. 10:00 • 5:00
Sunday 2:00 • 4:00
Hrs. Subject to Change

White-Wash Bakers Racks.
Tables & Home Decor
Garden Trellis

\

L.

s29

Lake Hwy. 79 N., turn right at Trollinger's BBQ and
storage bldg's. On Lakeway Circle Park TV
We'll be lookingfor you!

Bel-Air Center • Hwy. 641 South •753-0440
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Sec. Powell goes on defensive
TWIN TOWeRS

Pledges full-court diplomatic
press to avert India-Pakistan war
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Secretary of State Colin Powell is
sending his deputy to South Asia
and pledging "a full-court diplomatic press" to avert war between India
and Pakistan.
Islamic
Pakistani
Curbing
extremists from infiltrating disputed
Kashmir and attacking Indian soldiers is the first priority of Deputy
Secretary of State Richard Armitage
and Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld, who are traveling separately to India and Pakistan in coming days.
The ne‘t step would be to urge
India to reciprocate, presumably by
ithdraw ing hundreds of thousands
of troops from the frontier with
Pakistan. Powell said Monday.
From there. Powell hopes to
move India and Pakistan into faceto-lace negotiations over the future
of the Himalayan territory they both
claim.
Arnut.te. who lc,h‘ es Tuesday. is

-G•tc*s"-7.

For the first time, the United
due in Pakistan on Thursday and in
India on Friday. Rumsfeld is expect- States has good relations with India
and Pakistan simultaneously, and
ed in the area this weekend.
Powell, at a news conference in India must know U.S. diplomacy is
Barbados where he attended an the only chance of reining in 0
Organization of American States Pakistan, Feinstein said in an interforeign ministers meeting, said he view.
5
"The Americans and Russians
was heartened that both India and
Pakistan have played down the pos- were very lucky over the 50 years
that their conflicts didn't go •
sible use of nuclear weapons.
It would be absolutely horrible nuclear," Feinstein said in an interPAKISTAN
in the year 2002 for any nation to view.
"The circumstances with India can work out a long-term solution
use nuclear weapons in a situation
and Pakistan are much more dire," with a permanent decrease of tensuch as this," Powell said.
India and Pakistan have fought he said. "They share a border, they sions, stabilizing the region and contwo wars over Kashmir, which is have had hot conflicts, and they ducting the war on terrorism,"
divided between them by a 1972 don't have the same kind of com- Oakley said in an interview.
"You can't ever be sure, but my
negotiated line of control that gener- mand and control systems the
over
built
Russian
and
Americans
is tensions will be reduced,"
estabguess
line
cease-fire
ally followed a
several decades that could help pre- he said. "It's prudent to evacuate
lished in 1949.
The last three U.S. administra- vent war by miscalculation or acci- American dependents and to tell
both India and Pakistan, 'If you mistions have had to become deeply dent."
Robert Oakley, U.S. ambassador behave, it's going to be very, very
involved in the Kashmir dispute to
avert a feared nuclear war, said Lee to Pakistan from 1988 to 1991, costly in terms of long-term relaFeinstein, who was deputy director enthusiastically endorsed the Bush tions with the United States."
Lester Paldy. an arms • control
for policy planning at the State administration's strategy, saying it
specialist and a professor at the State
Department during the Clinton would lead to decreased tension.
"The question is then whether we
administration.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitheld
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim __bunning bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
web www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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University of New York at Stony
Brook, said India and Pakistan were
unlikely to start shooting with highlevel U.S. officials in the area and
thousands of Americans in the two
countries.
But, he said, "if people make
miscalculations, that's the real danger."
Another, Paldy said, is that India
and Pakistan may have spread their
nuclear weapons. That, he said,
means commanders at various sites
may, have authority to launch
nuclear weapons if there is an

By DEBORAH KONG
AP Minority Issues Writer
SANTA CLARA,Calif.(AP)—
Babita Bais speaks with her family
back in Delhi, India, every week
and on a recent call she had a simple message: get out if you can.
"I just feel very scared," Bais
said as she shopped at an Indian
market in this Silicon Valley city.
"They should probably think of
having a bunker underground."
Indians and Pakistanis living in
America are closely following the
two nations' dispute over the
Kashmir region, supplementing
`Y°:(k),ZiP 402
U.S. news reports by reading Indian
and Pakistani media Web sites and
calling or e-mailing relatives.
Some are deeply fearful South
Asia could soon plunge into war:
others dismiss the current tensions
as little more than rhetoric and have
planned trips back to the area, even
though the United States urged
American citizens in India to leave
G
country.
the
COMPLAININ
Qt.),T
IF YOV DON'T
At the Bharat Bazar, which sits
TO
(ACK
ILI
SENO
THEY'LL
in a stretch of Silicon Valley known
EqRT1-1 15 Pot-AR /CE-t1iNi/J6 coLoNy
as Little India, almost every person
in the shop selling Indian groceries,
videos and saris had a strong opinion about the situation — though
they there were a range of viewpoints.
"You feel helpless," said Pankaj
whose wife and 4-year-old
Kaul,
EDITOR'S NOTE:The following is an open letter to the community in
live in Kashmir. At Kaul's
child
support of Murray High's baseball team which opens play tonight, urging, they plan to leave the land
Wednesday, in the KHSAA Sectional Sub-State Baseball Tournament at his family has lived on for generaBrooks Stadium in Paducah, Ky.
tions and stay for a few months
with his uncles in southern India,
an area further from the flashpoint.
Dear Editor,
"I'm asking when are they leavWe would like to ask the Mujrray community to join us for the first
have they booked their flight'
ing,
game of the Sub-State Baseball Tournament at Brooks Stadium, Paducah,
tickets and train," said Kaul, 34,
on Wednesday, June 5, at 7:30 p.m.
who noted that he feels a closer
This year's Murray High baseball team is one of only eight teams in the connection to India than Pakistan.
history of the school to have won the regional tournament and advance to
But sitting on the patio outside
the Chaat Cafe 20 miles away in
the next level.
Fremont, restaurant manager Tahir
The Tiger baseball team is now representing our region and needs your
said he still plans to take his
Zahoor
support.
three children to visit his
wife
and
The team would appreciate your presence at Brooks Stadium and asks
parents and brothers in Pakistan this
that you be there to support them on Wednesday.
summer.
Sincerely,
"In my mind, war is not going to
Steve Broker happen," he said.
President
Sharat Singh echoed that sentiMurray High ment as he lunched on nun bread
Diamond Club and chicken tikka masala to the
energetic beat of Bollywood music.
"It's a lot of saber rattling," said the
;..

Qago-giocanaie

auFFALL,

INDIA

attack.
All nonessential U.S. officials
were ordered to leave Pakistan in
March. The State Department urged
a similar exodus from India last
week, and most will have left by the
end of this week,said Philip Reeker,
Department
State
deputy
spokesman.

Fear, skepticism
felt by American
Pakistanis, Indians

-
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Our Readers Write

computer engineer, 36, whose parents, cousins, aunts and uncles live
in India.
At the Madras Pavilion restaurant in Dallas, Raghu Chandra said
he isn't worried about his parents
and brothers. "Things like this have
been going on in India for a long,
long time," Chandra said. "The
-people are used to it."-India and Pakistan have fought
two wars over Kashmir, which is
divided between them by a 1972
negotiated line of control that generally followed a cease-fire line
established in 1949.
Mahnaz Fancy reads 10 to 15
news articles a day on the most
recent conflict, swapping them via
e-mail with friends and family in
Pakistan.
"There's more anxiety this time
than there has been in awhile," said
Fancy, 32, who lives in New York
City. But her relatives in Pakistan
are "not as alarmed as one would
expect, given the U.S. media kind
of hysteria."
In New York's Jackson Heights
neighborhood, a room full of people waited to see Chamunda
Swami, who advertises his services
as a psychic, astrologer and spiritual healer. Most wanted to consult
him on questions of marriage,jobs
or children. But others were con- ,
cerned about the possibility of war.
Still, the hostility between
Indians and Pakistanis in South
Asia doesn't seem to extend to the
United States.
At Planet M video and music
store in New York, manager Ashok
"Shawn" Kumar, 21, said he asks
relatives in India to be careful. "I
tell them not to get involved with
politics, to stay cool with everybody."
But here "I'm Indian, but most
of my friends are Pakistani," he
said. "We get along fine ... why
can't they get along back home?"
In Troy, Mich., 22-year-old
Shariq Khan works in a South
Asian grocery store and has
observed the same thing..
"I'm Muslim and I'm from
Pakistan, but 70 percent of my regular customers are Indian," he said.
"There's nothing going on between
us."
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ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher Emeritus
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

- PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.

Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number'
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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Deaths
Mrs. Mildred Elliott Sink

Mr. Samuel Albert'Sam' Goodman Sr.

Mr. Scottie Nolin

Funeral services for Mrs. Mildred Elliott Sink were today, June 5, at 11
Mr. Scottie Nolin, 49. Woodstock, Ga., formerly of Murray. died
a.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Terry Vasseur officiated and burial was Tuesday, June 4, 2002, at 1 a.m. at his home following an illness.
to follow at Westfork Cemetery.
Born March 19, 1953 in Graves County, he was in the building conPallbearers for the service were David, Charles, Michael and Timothy struction business and was an Air Force Veteran.
Palmer and Keith and Stephen Norsworthy.
Mr. Nolin is survived his wife, Valerie Nolin, Woodstock; parents, John
Mrs. Sink, 83. Murray, died Monday, June 3, 2002, at 12:25 p.m. at the
and
Wanda Nolin, Murray; two sons, Jonathan and Scottie Nolin; one
Henry County Healthcare Center in Paris, Tenn.
Born October 22, 1918, she was a member of North Pleasant Grove grandson, Jared Nolin; one sister, Sherry McClain and husband Jerry,
Murray; and one niece, Janey McClain, Murray.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Charlie and Eva James Elliott;
husband, Joseph Sink; and brother, James Elliott.
Mrs. Sink is survived by four cousins, Hugh Palmer, Clarice Norsworthy, Mr. Joe Donald 'Don' Dyer
Baron Palmer, all of Murray, and Robbie James Long, Michigan.
Mr. Joe Donald 'Don'Dyer. 71, Paris, Tenn., died Monday,June 3, 2002.
Visitation was from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday, June 4, at the funeral at Plumley Rehabilitation Center in Paris.
home.
Born March 20, 1931 in Murray, he was a retired, self-employed truck
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to North
driver,
a veteran of the Navy and a life member of VFW, Moose & Elks.
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, in the care of Jim
He
was
preceded in death by his parents, Clarence and Mamie Tucker
Cochran, treasurer, 121 Linwood Drive, Murray.
Dyer; and one brother, Wayne Dyer.
Mr. Dyer is survived by his wife, Marjorie 'Margie' Dyer, whom he marMrs. Sarah Elizabeth Oleksy
ried
May 30, 1958; one daughter, Dana Cunningham and husband Tom,
Sarah
Elizabeth Oleksy were today, June 5,
Graveside services for Mrs.
Nashville, Tenn.; five sisters, Sadie Ragsdale, Murray, Ruby Herndon,
at 1 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Father Ray Goetz officiated.
Mrs. Oleksy,86, Bowling Green,formerly of Murray,died Monday,June Murray. Linda Drake,Tampa, Fla., Hazel Berkley, Rowlett,Texas, and Rose
3, 2002, at 10:20 p.m. at Greenview Regional Hospital.
Coleman, Rowlett; and one grandchild, Mackenzie Cunningham, Nashville.
Born July 11, 1915, she was preceded in death by her parents, Julius and
Funeral services will be Thursday, June 6, at 11 a.m. in the LeDon
Nannie Jones Rilling; three brothers and five sisters.
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Dr. Dusty Stout will officiate. Burial is
Mrs. Oleksy is survived by one son. Michael Oleksy. Bowling Green.
to follow at Memorial Cemetery in Paris.
No visitation was scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge
Pallbearers for the service will be Roger and Bradley Heath, Windell
of arrangements.
Flanagan, Steve Rowlett, Rookie Edwards, Ben Nanney, Bud Owens and
Jimmy Huffman.
Mrs. Verna Williams Card
Visitation is today, June 5, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Thursday, June 6,
Mrs. Verna Williams Card, 93, Starkville, Miss., formerly of Murray,
after
9 a.m. at the funeral home.
died Monday, June 4, 2002, at 8 p.m. at Starkville Hospital.
Born September 2, 1908 in Hornbeak, Tenn., she was a former member
of First Christian Church and was retired as an LPN having worked at Mr. W. Howard McNeely
Murray-Calloway County Hospital as well as West View Nursing Home.
Mr. W. Howard McNeely,90, Murray, died Wednesday, June 5, 2002. at
She was also named humanitarian of the year by the Humane Society.
6 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by her parents, L.D. and Grace Dowd
Born December 4, 1911 in Marshall County, he was a retired employee
Williams; husband, Glenn Card; one sister, Eunice Neil Williams Teas; and of Tappan Company and the former Bank of Murray. He was a member of
one brother, J.R. Williams.
Grace Baptist Church, Murray Lodge 105, Murray Chapter 433 Order of the
Mrs. Card is survived by one son, Jerry Williams and wife LaVora,
Starkville; two granddaughters, Melinda Cox and husband Rob, Tolland, Eastern Stars, the Murray Planning and Zoning Commission and he was
Conn., and Rebekah Smith and husband Steven, Ada, Mich.; three nieces, past district deputy master of District 2 of the Masonic Lodge.
He was preceded in death by his parents Boyd and Mary Cathey
Rosemary Miller, Murray, Susan Blankenship, Crab Orchard, Ky., and Kim
McNeely.
several
grand-nieces
and
nephews.
Hutchpath, Phoenix, Ariz.; and
No public visitation or service is scheduled. A private burial will be held
Mr. McNeely is survived by his wife, Alma Johnson McNeely, whom he
at Murray City Cemetery.
married November 24, 1934; one daughter, Carolyn Enoch and husband
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Rob, Murray; two grandchildren, Jeffrey Enoch abd wife Valerie,
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to the McKinney, Texas, and Michael Enoch and wife Julie, Murray; and one
Humane Society or local animal shelter.
great-grandchild, Austin Enoch.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Friday, June 7, at J.H. Churchill
Mrs. Emma Knoll Metzger
Funeral
Home. Rev. Billy Turner and Rev. R.J. Burpole will officiate. Burial
Mrs. Emma Knoll Metzger, 78, Murray, died Wednesday. June 5, 2002,
is
to
follow
at Murray City Cemetery.
at 12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Visitation
will be after 5 p.m. Thursday, June 6, at the funeral home.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Mr. Samuel Albert •Sam' Goodman Sr., 87, Pans, Tenn., died Monday,
June 3, 2002, at Henry County Medical Center in Paris, Tenn.
Born August 20, 1914 in Cami, Ill., he was a member of First United
Methodist Church in Trenton, Tenn., received his bachelor and masters
degrees in education from Murray State University and was former captain of
the track team and life long member of the M Club at MSU. He was also a
member of the Paris-Henry County Chamber of Commerce,Pans Lions Club,
Henry County Retired Teachers, Carey Counseling Center Board, Henry
County Department of Human Services board, past president of the Tennessee
Counseling Association, a Kentucky Colonel and a Tennessee Colonel. Mr.
Goodman served in the U.S. Army Air Corps during World War II.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Albert Ransom and Alma
Spencer Goodman; daughter-in-law, Naomi Medlin Goodman; two sisters,
Bona Mae Finch and Reva Louise Strow; and one brother. Seth Thomas
Goodman.
Mr. Goodman is survived by his wife, Martha Sue Goodman, whom he
married June 11, 1938; one daughter, Joe Ann Sullivan and husband Mike,
Highland, Ill.; two sons, Samuel A. 'Sam' Goodman Jr. and Edd Lee
Goodman and wife Martha, all of Camden,Tenn.; one sister-in-law, Catherine
Purdom, Murray;five grandchildren, Al Goodman and wife Danielle, Ranson
Goodman and wife Karen, Laura Urish and husband Rob, Edd Lee Goodman
Jr. and Mike Scheller; and four great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday. June 6, at 1 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. Bill McKnight will officiate.
Pallbearers for the service will be Mike Scheller, Al Goodman, Ranson
Goodman, Rob Urish, Edd Lee Goodman and Joe Pat Dartt.
Visitation is today, June 5, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Thursday. June 6,
from 11 a.m. to noon at Ridgeway Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to the
Paris-Henry County Retired Teachers Scholarship, in the care of Shirley
Casey, treasurer, 401 Corbin St.. Paris, Tenn. 38242.

Mrs. Betty J. Rowlett-Paslaski
Mrs. Betty J. Rowlett-Paslaski. 64. LaPorte, Ind.. died Monday, April 1,
2002, at 3:50 p.m. at the home of her daughter in LaPorte.
Born September 7, 1937 in Murray, she was executive director of Shawnee
Comprehensive Mental Health Center in Portsmouth, Ohio before moving to
LaPorte to work as a therapist for LaPorte Juvenile Services Center. She was
a member of St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Polish Falcons Nest 564 and the
American Psychological Association. She was also a former Rotary Club
member and a graduate of Lockport High School in Lockport, Ill. She
received her bachelor's degree from the College of St. Francis in Joliet, Ill.,
and master's degree from Illinois State University.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Joseph and Treva Key Rowlett;
one daughter, Treva Beth Paslaski; and two brothers, Norman Eugene
Washam and Joe Pat Rowlett.
Mrs. Rowlett-Paslaski is survived by one daughter, Melissa Albin,
LaPorte; two sons, Michael Paslaski, Milwaukee, and Paul Paslaski,
Libertyville, Ill.; nine grandchildren; three sisters, Martha Frances Washam
Osmus and Ann Washam Morrison, both of Murray, and Gayle Robertson of
San Antonio, Texas; and one brother, Charles K. Washam, Prescott, Ariz.
Funeral services were held at St. Joseph's Catholic Church with Rev. Ted
Nordquist officiating.
A graveside service was held at Murray City Cemetery with Rev. Ray
Goetz officiating. After the service, the family gathered at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Giugler in Puryear. Tenn.

Helicopter crashes onto Company says state workers hid, destroyed child-abuse files
roof of house in Florida,
pilot only one injured
TAMPA,Ha.(AP)— A helicop- were not at home.
ter crashed onto the roof of a home,
"I just ,heard a loud boom," said
leaving wreckage in an empty bed- Toni Duran, who was at home with
room. The pilot sustained only her husband and brother-in-law.
minor injuries, and none of the "There was fuel everywhere. The
three people in the house was hurt. gas smell was so bad I couldn't
About 17 gallons of fuel leaked breathe."
from the two-seat helicopter, but
Michael Antinori, 30, was flying
did not ignite, when the craft from east Hillsborough County to
crashed around 10 p.m. Monday, Clearwater, Tampa fire spokesman
authorities said.
Bill Wade said. He was released
Part of the landing skid fell into from Tampa General Hospital early
the bedroom of two children, who Tuesday, a spokeswoman said.

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Eye Physician and Surgeon
Ophthalmologist
*No Stitch Cataract Surgery
*Laser For Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
*Ocular Plastic Surgery
*Botox Injections For Facial Wrinkle
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 8-12 p.m.
By Appointment

270-753-6272 or 1-800-272-9477
Located across from Roy Stewart Stadium
(next to Office Depot)
New Patients Wekome

I

314 Main Street — Downtown Murray
753-0703
Individual and Small Business Clients
Personalized and Confidential Service
Retirement and Wealth Building
IRA's, 401k's, Rollovers, Annuities,
SEP's, Profit Sharing Plans
Investments
Mutual Funds, Tax Free Funds, 529 College Fund,
Graduate School, Medical School
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Stock Market
Report
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sexual abuse and violent beatings
were not investigated for up to two
years before being sent to the task
force, company officials said.
"The things I have seen and witnessed are not just in one location
— it's the same all over the state,"
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MURRAY FIRST
p ASSEMBLY OF GOD
2771 State Route 94 East, Murray

June 5th • 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
June 6th • 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
June 7th • 6:00 - 9:30 p.m.
A time of fun-filled activities for kids ages K5 - age 12 that teaches the
WORD OF GOD. Each night children will earn tickets for being in attendance, bringing their Bible, a visitor, an offering, and for knowing their
memory verses. Tickets can be exchanged for items at
Kids Crusade
Shopping Mall on Friday night. Refreshments will be given on
Wednesday & Thursday evenings, and on Friday evening we will be
having a picnic. Each service will feature puppets, music,illustrated lessons, prizes, games, special effects & sound effects. Due to special
effects, a parent, or guardian, must accompany children under age 5.

St`WCA

Transportation is limited.
Call 753-6695 for more information.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Available
Upon Request
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
9771.95+ PM
Air Products
49.05 + 0.52
AOL Time Warner 17.52 + 0.32
AT&T
12.04 - 0.21
Bell South
33.61)+ 0.90
Briggs & Stratton
38.56 + 0.36
Bristol Myers Squibb 28.35 - 0.30
Caterpillar
51.75 + 0.91
Chevron Texaco Corp
85.85 - 0.95
Daimler Chrysler
47.65 + 0.55
Dean Foods
36.60 + 0.46
Exxon-Mobil
38.81 - 0.42
Ford Motor
17.00 + 0.08
General Electric ...- 30.34 + 0.29
General Motors
60.03 + 0.58
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR ..39.67 - 1.05
Goodrich
30.06 + 0.43
Goodyear
21.13 + 0.56
HopFed Bank*
12.31 B 12.
1 B NI
.80.31 + 1.00
Ingersoll Rand
.50.02 + 0.86
Intel
27.69+ 0.19
Kroger
22.21 + 0.04
Lucent Tech
3.24 + 0.11
Mattel
.20.49 + 0.15
McDonalds
29.64 + 0.36
Merck
54.71 + 0.41
Microsoft
50.99 + 1.01
.I.C. Penney
24.11 + 0.70
Pepsico, Inc.
51.70 + 0.06
Pfizer, Inc.
.34.03 - 0.55
Schering-Plough
24.69 -0.06
Sears
58.98 + 0.86
Union Planters
49.78 + 0.38
US Bancorp
23.47 + 0.29
UST
.38.77 + 0.17
Wal-Mart
.55.67 + 1.67
Worldcom Inc
1.43 - 0.02

Information

to what she said, we will look into
it." Kearney said.
The task force was hired in 2000
to tackle 50,000 backlogged child
abuse cases the department had not
been able to investigate itself.
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Additional

Ben T. Hogancamp,Investment Company Principle
Services Offered Through: William E. Hopkins & Assoc

Tracy Loomis. vice president of the
Florida Task Force, told the committee.
DCF
Secretary
Kathleen
Kearney said the facts remain in
dispute.
"Obviously, if there is any truth

t

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Specializing In:

Peoples Estate And Investment Services

TAMPA. Fla. (AP) — State
workers hid child-abuse case files
to conceal shoddy work and failed
to investigate serious allegations,
according to a company hired to
help the Department of Children &
Families investigate its backlog.
Officials from the nonprofit
Florida Task Force told a state legislative committee investigating
Florida's troubled child-protection
system Tuesday that DCF workers
in Lake County hid files in the ceiling so no one would know they
weren't being investigated.
In other counties, accusations of
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Philpot named valedictorian

Engagement

Madeleine Anabelle Phi!pot.
daughter of Dr. Tim and Ginger
Phi!pot, graduated from Rolla High
School in Rolla, Mo., on Sunday,
May 26. With at 4.0 grade point
average throughout her high school
career, she was a valedictorian for
her class, a reporter for the National
Honor Society, president of the
Future Medics of America, a
Student Council Representative. a
Fine Arts Club board member, an
alto in three choirs - including RHS
Honor Choir,a Honors Reader and a
member of Rolla First Christian
Church.
Upon graduation, PhiIpot plans
to attend the University of Missouri
in Rolla. She is the recipient of the
Curator's Scholarship, Bright Flight
Scholarship and the UMR Alumni
Phi!pot
Scholarship. She plans to go on college to major in chemistry with a
and the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
pre-med emphasis.
Phi!pot is the granddaughter of Ernest Lickliter of Milan, Tenn. She
Willie Belle Farless and Lawrence is the niece of Dr. Frank G. Gilliam
and Lou Ann Phi!pot, all of Murray, of St. Louis, Mo.

Compiled by Kristy Hopper

Calloway Democratic
Party dinner planned
The Kentucky Commissioner of the Department for Local
Government, Jody Lassiter, will host the Calloway County Democratic
Party dinner on Friday, June 14, at Murray State University's Curris
Center.
The dinner is a fundraising event for western Kentucky Democrats.
Joining Lassiter will be Bob Arnold, executive director/CEO of
Kentucky Association of Counties. He is well known in Kentucky as an
inspirational speaker.
Admission is by advanced ticket purchase only. To order tickets or
for more information, call 753-6351 or 753-2484 by June 10. Tickets are
$25.
Several Democratic primary winners and elected officials are
expected to attend including Ed Hatchett, Jody Richards, Bob Jackson,
Klint Alexander and Lois Combs Weinburg.

MMS SBDM to have open meeting
Murray Middle School's Site Based Decision Making Council will have
an open meeting for parents on Thursday, June 6, at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Board of Education Office. Those attending should come prepared with
ideas for criteria on the selection of a new principal. Those interested are
asked to please make every attempt to attend.

Givens honored at commencement
Cadet Thomas Givens, son of the Best-Groomed First Year Cadet
Maria Johnston of Murray, and Plaque and was awarded Academic
grandson of Dr. Telmo and Distinctions
in
Georgeanna Galindez of Murray, Government/Economics.
was honored during Missouri
An audience of nearly 1,000
Military
Academy's
113th cadets, parents, relatives and friends
Commencement exercises. May 24- cheered the announcement by Col.
26.
Ronald J. Kelly. academy president,
During the ceremony Givens was that MMA had again been designatrecognized with the David Whitney, ed an "Honor Unit with Distinction"
1954, Conservation Plaque for his by the U.S. Army. The academy
interest in and appreciation of con- retained the rating in April's formal
servation. In addition, he received inspection.
the Dramateers Certificate, earned
Keynote speaker Missouri Lt.
Gov. Joe Maxwell encouraged
cadets to develop the military traits
and training that MMA has instilled
in them, and the Parents-Alumni
Development Committee presented
the academy a check for
$354.549.61 representing gifts from
parents, alumni and friends in 200102. The total sets a new academy
record for giving, and represents
140 percent of the committee's goal.
The funds will be used for completing the new barracks for the junior
school cadets. Since its inception in
1972, the committee has raised
more than $4 million for MMA.
Even though the actual su nmtct. ny me calendar. doesn't begin until June 2Ist. most of us
believe it is really summer beginning with
Memorial Das weekend.
So once again. "let the good times roll."
Warmer weather bnngs out the child in all of
us Everyone wants to be outside doing their
favonte activities and of course with school
•. is time for the long anticipated family
Whether you go to the beach or to
rnountains. we have the perfect traveling
,t nes for you.
Our year-round pants and capris. we like to
keep in stock, are travel-friendly. They fit like
,t dream,come in a sanely of colors, and don't
•tkle, wash them, dry them and put them
s on — what else could you ask for. espec if you have a limited amount of luggage
,.an take with you.
'use wonderful pants come in stone, khaki.
C. black, white and some fun-fashion colsuch as turquoise. With all the fun tops that
. also non-wrinkle and wash and wear, traveling will he a breeze.
'o arrived. more unique beaded sandals
a small heal that can slip on and go very
-y or very casual Black and white beaded,
black beaded and those in multi-color
heads, will make every outfit seem special. As
know,fashion sandals have become one of
hottest and most fun way to accessorize
outfit.
'ailed and applique bags are another hot
.ssory this season — "a must have.- Belts
hack in a big way. try fnnge. suedes.
,..itner and he sure to try out the newest look
in big buckles with stones. cros.ses, and many.
-cr unusual styles
:rquotse and corals are hopping out as the
:est hit in jewelry this season. Whether you
••! real turquoise or costume it doesn't real-atter, your choice. You can wear them with
• thing. Turquoise is being put with every
from ragged jeans to cocktail dresses . pick your look. Long necklaces with
heads, crosses, and other 60s & 70s emblem,
Are cropping up and layered with chokers.
her cords with stone on them — fashion
. are not what they used to be as far as
,:tssones are concerned at least.
It's summer' Let your hair down, go for it.
.!1.1 have some fun with your summer duds
•I't forget to take a big straw tote on vacari It can be used as a handbag, beach bag or
topping bag plus they are also great to carr.
on the plane. New and esciting merchandise is
'nving daily. Just in time for all your summer
hifl needs.
iigratulanons to Alicia Eaves who won the
er ankle bracelet at our luncheon last
- Jay. Join us this week for lunch and don't
let all of the new merchandise be gone in your
size
Quote of the Week — "When you're true to
ho you are and what your spint is telling you
Jo. that truth will set you free." — Oprah
Wmfrey
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fulmer.

ie10.1C1c1ul1
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305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

Evening of gospel music planned

Crawford and Hurst
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Darrell E. Crawford announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Rebecca Anne Crawford to
William Gardner Hurst, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Maxwell Hurst.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Pat Crawford and the late Iris E.
Crawford and the great-granddaughter of Mary Crawford.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday. June 8, 2002. at 7
p.m. at Pearce Memorial United Methodist Church in Auburn, Ky. A reception will follow at Federal Grove B&B in Auburn.

Murray native named
to Harding dean's list
Jeremy L. Bolls, son of Karen
Bolls of Murray. is among the 953
Harding University students included on the school's dean's list for
grades achieved during the spring
semester at the university.
The dean's list is published each

CL2
that:scalds

Among the 1,802 candidates for
graduation from the University of
Mississippi at the conclusion of the
spring semester is Murray native,
Michael William Dale, who is a
candidate for a Juris Doctor degree.
Of the graduates, 506 have
applied for advanced degrees including 297 of master's. 56 doctoral, 140 juris doctor and 12 specialist degrees.

Welcome to State Farm Bank°
Put your money to work with a variety of Certificates of Deposit earning competitive
rates And get the Good Neighbor service you deserve from your bank To find
out how you can Bank with a Good Neighbor
.call me,
visit statefarm.com or call toll free 1-877-SF4-BANK
..... 14.M
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semester by Dr. Dean Priest, vice
president for academic affairs, honoring those who have achieved high
scholarship. To be eligible, a student
must be carrying 12 or more hours
and have an average scholarship
level of 3.65, minimum.
Bolls, a sophomore majoring in
economics, attending Calloway
County High School before entering
Harding.
Harding had a record enrollment
this year of more than 5.000 students from 49 states and 58 foreign
countries. It is the largest private
university in Arkansas and also has
campuses in Australia, Chile.
England. Greece and Italy.

Dale is among
candidates for
graduation

2.79::
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9935

Subscribe to the
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Shannon Street Blues B.B.Q.
Championship 2002, Jackson, TN.
Grand Champion "
1st place whole hog
1st alace shoulder

,Mt & THE MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
fitt 1.11

Congratulate Ark 'Renaud

Memphis in May 2002
5th place shoulder
World B.B.Q Association Culinary
Championship 2000, Lebanon,TN

a

Ind Champion

National Capitol B.B.Q. 2001,
Washington, D.C.
1St place Beef
Club members may sample Mark's
cuisine 3riday night at the Club Dinner.
Steak & Shrimp Scampi will be served.

THURS.,JUNE 6

Men's Day Golf

FRI.,JUNE 7

Club Dinner'
Serving Steak & Shrimp Scampi
Social 6 p m. Dinner 7 p.m.

MON.,JUNE 10

TUES., JUNE 11

Community Datebook

Junior Tennis starts and
continues thru June 14.
Contact Sue Outland to sign up 753-8682
8:30-9:30 Ages 6-9 9:30-1030 Ages 10-16
Junior Golf 9:30 a.m.
Ladies Night Our
Social 6 p.m Dinner 7 p.m.

WED.,JUNE 12

Ladies Day Golf 9 a.m.
Men's Golf Scramble 5:30

THURS.,JUNE 13

Men's Golf Day:
Pool Pizza Parts'6-7 p.m.

FRI.,JUNE 14

TGIF at the club

SUN.,JUNE 16

Father's Day Brunch
10 a.m.-1 p.m.'il
l

*Reservations Required
Call 753-6113

Glory Bound, a Christian entertainment group, will meet Thursday, June
6, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House, located on
Chestnut Street across the tracks from Ryan's Milk. Featured entertainment
this week will be Mike and Dortha Phelps of the Sonlites providing easy
gospel music All interested persons are invited to attend.

Charity golf tournament set
There is still tune to register tor the Paducah "Play for the Children"
Charity Golf Tournament to benefit Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children.
The event is Thursday, June 6, at Drake Creek Golf Club in Ledbetter. For
registration details, call (800)456-1386 or visit www.kbhc.org.

Mother to Mother to meet
Mother to Mother, a play group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday. June 6. from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the annex of the Calloway
County Public Library. Look for the group in the park behind the library if
the weather is nice. There are refreshments and door prizes at every meeting. For more information, call Allison at 753-0975, Michele at 437-3110 or
Kim at 759-4746

SOS plans dance
Murray's Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will be having a singles
dance on Thursday. June 6, and a country dance on Friday, June 7, at the
Gibson Building in Mayfield. Both dances begin at 7 p.m.

County schools plan fundraiser
Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will have a
fundraiser on Friday. June 7, and Saturday, June 8, at Calloway County
High School from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds from the fundraisers will go
towards the county schools scholarship fund. Anyone wishing to donate
items to sell may bring them to the back of the gym it CCHS on Thursday,
June 6. from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. or call Melissa Green at 489-2230.

Evening of music planned
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present a special evening of
music featuring Speedtree recording artists the McKendrees on Friday, June
7. beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Exceptional Center.
Admission is free. Donations will be accepted.

Coldwater 40's to meet
The Coldwater 40's will have its annual meeting on Saturday. June 8, at
5 p.m. at Lynn Grove Restaurant. Everyone is welcome to attend. The group
will begin eating at 5:30 p.m.

Bethel women plan meal
rhe United Methodist women of Bethel Church, located off Highway 94
East, will be having a salad, dessert and drink meal on Saturday, June 8,
beginning at 6:30 p.m. Donations will be accepted and all interested persons
are invited to attend. For more information, call 753-0288 or 753-2289.

Reading clinic offered
Murray State University's Department of Early Childhood and
Elementary Education will be offering a reading clinic for students in
grades kindergarten through seniors in high school. The sessions, which
begin Friday, June 21. will meet each Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. until July 12, which is when the session ends,
in room 3201 of MSU's Alexander Hall. For more information, call 7626868.

Alzheimer's support group, discussion planned
'Nerc will be an Al/helmet's support group-group discussion meeting on
Tuesday, June 25, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information, contact Cindy Ragsdale at 7621108.

!=,4%'•• We're
Cracking Up
Downtown
Visit Downtown
Merchants
June 1st - 8th

Register To Win!
Final Drawing!
2 Power Wheels
"My First Roadster"
From Mattel
2 Winners
Will Be Selected
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753-4703
1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
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Anniversary

HonorRoll
Officials at Murray Middle Foster, Leslianne N. Gilson, S. Powell. Luke A. Welch. Amy C. Zakari M. Taylor, Anthony S.
School have announced the follow- Jonathan B. Hartley, Mai Hattori, White, Daniel L. White_
VanHom, Brent M. White.
ing students as having made Honor Christopher W. Kauppinen, Shawn
All A's and B's - Wesley A.
All A's and B's - Justin N.
Roll.
A. Kinsey, Nathan D. Koehler, Alexander, Jordan B. Belcher, Arnold, Candice M. Buck, Chelsea
6th-Grade:
Theodore J. Masthay, Stefani E. Marquise A. Clark, Sarah F. Doran, E. Crook, Mallory J. Cunningham,
All A's - Adam G. Blodgett, Metzinger, Marie A. Pannunzio, Andrew B. Fannin, Alexandria M. Tommy A. Darnall, Kelly L. Dick.
Colin W. Capps, Luis Cignoni, Matthew D. Parker, Logan B. Farris, Brian T. Gray, Angelique N. Linda A. Dinh, Kate B. Duncan,
Bradley N. Cobb. Ashley N. Edison, Pierce, Aaron D. Polivick, Samuel Jones, Kaeleigh M. Jones. Blair E. Christina R. Dunn, Shannon C.
Brett J. Gibson, Haley J. D. Richardson, Cody M. Seely, Lane, Madalyn Lorranna Linzy, Elias, Kent Lovett Erwin. Brian A.
Haverstock, Lisha Li, Kristen R. Joseph R. Skaggs, Jessica M. Smith, Cory J. Lussier, Dacia R. Mansfield, Fogle, Rachel C. Garrison, Reigh A.
Mikulcik, Laken E. Peal, Anthony Camee G. Taylor, Hope E. Travis, Alycia C. McCreary, Blake Harris, Samantha Nicole Harrison,
R. Pfannerstill, Dorothy D. Rideout, Caitlin M. Williams.
McCuiston, Amanda D. Peebles, Lindsey Brooke Hays, Brooks D.
Addie L. Rigsby, Chess R. Volp,
Meagan R. Pember, Taylor M. Hudson, Omar Mandeel, David
7111-Grade:
Michael B. Wallin, Callie L. Wilson.
All A's - Bradley R. Black, Pierce, John S. Quertermous, Anthony Mathis, Amanda L.
All A's and B's - Kristin J. Wesley S. Bolin, Anthony G. Costa, Christopher L. Roberts, Whitney N. Melton, Ruby M. Phengsavath,
Addison, Vanessa Antesberger, Jessica L. Darnell, Danny Joe Sanders, Kagan P. Walker.
Matthew A. Pool, Peggy E. Ray.
Trent H. Beisel, Courtney T. Hutson, Joshua G. Hyatt, Matthew
8th-Grade:
Erin C. Richerson, Hugh E. Rollins.
Billington, Mary G. Bradenburg, Braxton Jordan, Darlene E. Kipphut,
All A's - Todd S. Buck, Callie E. Whitney R. Smith, Maggie J. Tate,
Ashley E. Cavitt, Catherine R. Sarah E. Kuykendall, Ezra F. Leslie, Dowdy, Alex J. Gustafson, Leanne Haley N. Thomason, Kelli A.
Crass, Madeah D. Daubert, Hailey Colleen E. McCoy, Klaatu Ezekial C. Hewlett, Latika C. Hudspeth. Vinson, Bobby Russell Wall, Laura
C. Dean, Whitley J. Evans, Sierra N. McNutt, Will M. Pitman, Elizabeth Michael Miao, Caleb P. Roberts. E. Wilson.

West Kentucky Technical College announces spring dean's list
The following local students
have earned recognition for their
academic work by being named to
the West Kentucky Technical
College dean's list for the Spring

Clarence and Carrie Kurowski

2002 semester. Students must obtain
a 3.5 grade point average to qualify.
Almo- Jared David Hill, Larry
Brian Stubblefield, Angie Dawn

M..,o roes

Clarence and Carrie Kurowski of Murray, will be celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary on June 7, 2002.
Married June 7, 1952, in Highland Park, Mich. by Father Blake, Nova
Sizemore and*Norbe Smith were their witnesses. Both were employed at the
Chrysler company in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Kurowski is the daughter of the late Quitman and Nera Hart. Mr.
Kurowski is the son of the late Anthony and Cecilia Kurowski.
The couple has four nieces and three nephews.

Turner; Hazel- Tracy Rene
Edwards, Jana L. Ward; MurrayDavid E. Bogard, Tricia A. Foster,
April M. Green, David Ricky
Houston, Shawn D. Love, Julia Ann

• d, r,

Morgan, Shawna K. Nance, Patrick
William Price. Daniel J. Schuyler,
Benjamin William Staats, Donna S.
Tidwell, Patrick M. Weatherbee,
Tammy Lee Ann Wyatt.

•.1 Lit 1,

Never pay
or roamino
With every call you make, it's just that simple.

Local students named to PCC
dean's list for spring 2002
PADUCAH, Ky. — Rodney 0. Jones of Dexter and David C. Jones of
Murray have earned recognition for their academic work by being named
to the Paducah Community College dean's list for the Spring 2002 semes
ter. Students must obtain a 3.5 grade point average to qualify.

Births
Kyla Lynn Lowe
Waymond and Tammy Lowe are the parents of a daughter, Kyla Lynn
Lowe. born May 21, 2002, at 10:52 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighted seven pounds. four ounces and measured 19 1/4 inches.
THe mother-is. the former Tammy CHester. The baby has one sister,
Brittany Ann Darnall.
Grandparents are Nancy OUtland. Murray, and George and Cathy Lowe,
Puryear, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Modena Outland. Murray, and
Virginia Chester, Lynn Grove

Caroline Grace Adams
Scott and Gaye Adams are the parents of a daughter, Caroline Grace
Adams, born May 31, 2002.
The baby weighted eight pounds, 14 ounces and measured.20 inches.
The mother iS the former Gaye Latimer.
The baby has one brother. Christian, who is two, and two sisters, Kayla,
eight, and Courtney. five.
Grandparents are Tommy and Judy Latimer, Canton, Ga., and Hank and
Joanna Adams, Murray. Great-grandparents are Hugo and Billie Wilson,
Murray; Frankie Starks, Murray. and Jim Latimer. Troy, Mich.

Catherine Elise Alexander
Eli and Mae Alexander of Paducah announce the birth of a daughter,
Catherine Elise. Alexander, born Friday. May 31. 2002. at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds, eight ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Mae Umar. The baby has two siblings, a sister,
Maegan Elise Alexander, age 9; and brother, Morgan Eli Alexander. age 5.
Grandparents are Farotik and Dee Ann Umar and Sally Alexander, all of
Murray. A great-grandmother is Opal Milligan, also of Murray.
\len\ Haircut $8"
'II:inning 300 1iii. $20"
Chemical Ser.% ices $8" OFF

Monthly
Access

i(i,ta's Neat Repeats

with a $20 donation
to Special Olympics and a
2-year service agreement.

Men, Women & Childien's
Consignment Clothes & Accessorie.s

Included
Minutes
each r,onth

850

500

350

Top Brands

url
Walk-inc Welcome

(270) 753-1682
Southside Shopping Ctr.
(a, rocsfmm Calton Stockade

Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net

Fish For Pond Stocking

Motarola120t

Now send text messages to your family and friends nationwide.
All you need is their 10-digit mobile phone number.

AA

MOTOROLA

cingular

Visit cingular.com/racing
for your chance to win

WIRELESS

Order by phone or online.
1-866-CINGULAR • www.cingularcorn

What do you have to say?-

Delivery Will Be: Friday, June 14
Murray - Southern States
1:45 - 2:45 p.m., Phone 270-753-1423

Cingular Wireless Stores,

To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or Call
1-800-247-2615

FARLEY El FARLEY FISH FARM

Express Locations

CASH, ARKANSAS 72421

MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St
Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave
WAL*MART
BENTON
Q MADISONVILLE
MAYFIELD

MURRAY
906A S 12th St

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave
5134 Hinkleville Rd

GMORGANFIELD
G MURRAY
G PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr

INAL*MART
@FULTON
607 N Highland Dr

NOW OPEN
Gl MURRAY
808N 12th St

GIPRINCETON

"ELVIS ROCKS!"
SAT. JUNE 15
Bluegrass Downs - Paducah
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
& Terry Mike Jeffrey

z
..AF

For tickets call 4440065 or (800)738-3727
Spon5nrc4
JPEC. Elf Atochem. Paducah Bank.
The Heart Group. Wagner Mming it. Storage. WKYQ-FM.

L Corporate Sales

Service offer available to new and existing customers.

270-444-0602

Limited time offer Credit approval and new activation on eliq.bie C,ngular calling plans ,mot,,ed Offer cannot be combined with any other special offers Calls suboct to taxes undienal service charge IS 66,month) gross
,n excess of any package minutes wel be charged at a per minute rate of S 15 to S IS Airtime and other
receipts surcharge and other charges. which are subiect to change Package minutes apply to all calls
measured Yka99are'09I'ded uP to 0
'
9'lent full minllte at the end of each call for baling purposes unused minutes do not carry lonvard to the next billing period and are forfeited A monthly connection charge of St 24
applies to subscriptions during any month in which calls originated from the wireless phone terminate through the tending network in the following states FL. GA, SC NC, Al, KY, TN MS, LA and parts of Indiana S36
activation fee applies Eany termination lee of 5240 prorated over the length of the service agreement applies to subscriptions in the lolloving states FL, GA,SC, NY, NC. AL, KY TN MS LA and parts of Indiana A non.
prorated 5150 early termination fee apphes in all other Cinquiet areas Promotional features may be canceled after nit* term of the service contract Although sernce averlable at autisonred agents and national retmlers,
equipment availability and prices may vary. Night hours are 9.00 pm to 7 00 arn Monday to Friday and weekend hours are 9-00pn on Friday to 700 am on Monday 3500 Night and Weellend Minutes avartableor Cangulaf
Nation plans S3999 and htgher Included long Distance and Roaming applies to calls originating and terminating wrthrn the 50 United States Attune charges apply No roanyng charge claim does not alliPlY to calla that
,
4 100% Of 520
require a credit card or to wartime calling Donation ,imited time offer requires a onetime S2G,"on-refundable donation to Special Olympics unless prolvOted by law Offer avedable on new aCIN111,0
donation goes to Special Olympics Consult your tax adinsors forte. deductibility Cingular Winless q an official partner of Special Olymo•cs USA Contest no purchase necessary to enter Void *nee,oron.b.ted must be
a U S citizen 18 years or older The odds of winning depend upon the number of entries received Retailvalue of prizes 4approximately 58600 The deadline for erOOPS 4BMW Official rules are available on the Web Me
Cingular doe's not guarantee urenterrupted stew'coverage Other conditrons and restrictions apply See contract and store for details MOTOROLA and the Stylized SA Logo we registered in the US Patent 6 Trademark
.and the graphic icon art Service Marks of C•rigular Wireless t./C 02002 Cingular Wtreless L/C
Office 0 Motorola Inc 2002 Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say'
•
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4.1.1
Americans upset Portugal in World Cup
Wednesday, June 5, 2002

The
YOKOHAMA. Japan k AP)
Americans took their turn at shocking the
soccer world Wednesday. upsetting powerful Portugal 3-2 in the World Cup.
A tournament. that began with newcomer Senegal stunning defending champion France was further juiced by the
United States, which finished last four
sears ago. but now has advancement out
of the first round well in sight.
With a youthful lineup — and without their two most creative players, injured

Claudio Reyna and (tint Mathis -- the
Americans jumped ahead 3-0 within 36
minutes. then held on at Suwon, South
Korea.
"We took advantage of our chances,"
said Brian McBride, who scored the winner. "We bunkered in and held them off."
John O'Brien, one of six U.S. players
making their World Cup debuts, scored
just four minutes in. The Americans got
another in the 29th minute when a shot
by Landon Donovan, one of the two 20-

year-olds in the lineup, deflected in off
a defender.
McBride's header gave the U.S. team
its first three-goal lead in a World Cup
in 72 years.
Back came Portugal, ranked fifth in
the world, but making its first World Cup
appearances in 16 years. Beto scored off
a scramble in the 39th. U.S. veteran Jeff
Agoos, making his World Cup debut at
age 34, tried to clear a cross by Pauleta with his left leg, only to send the ball

into his own goal in the 71st.
But the Americans, in the most pressurized situation they've faced, held on.
"It was important to come out quickly," McBride said. "They're a very good
team, we needed to make sure we put
them on their heels early. In the second
half we probably sat back a little bit."
Now they can look ahead to a match
with co-host South Korea, which beat
Poland on Tuesday. The winner of that
game — can you believe it? — will

clinch a spot in the next round.
Russia beat Tunisia 2-0 Wednesday
with two goals within five minutes in the
second half at Kobe, Japan.
Egor Titov was helped by a poor clearing throw by goalie Ali Boumnijel for
his goal in the 59th minute. Russia was
awarded a penalty kick after Tunisian
defender Rahi Jaidi used his body to
knock down Alexander Filimonov as he
turned to shoot on goal, and Valery Karpin
converted in the 64th.

Lawson
signs on
at Grand
Canyon

Major League Baseball

Cards quickly gaining
ground in NL Central
By The Associated Press
Here come the St. Louis Cardinals.
Fernando Vina had three hits
and Albert Pujols added a tworun homer Tuesday night. helping St. Louis heat the Cincinnati
Reds 8-5 for its 18th victory in
24 games.
The Cardinals, a preseason
favorite to win the. NL pennant.
moved within a game of firstplace Cincinnati in the NI. Central.
"It's good to come into this
atmosphere and ha‘e a chance to
catch up a little hit," said J.D.
Drew, who also dfoxe in two
runs. "But I think we take everybody with the same intens0."
It took awhile for the Cardinak to get going. Beset by injuries
to the pitching stall.,the started the season 14-19 and fell five
games behind the surprising Reds,
who have led the division since
April 16.
But St. Louis has won six of
eight against Cincinnati in the
last month. quickly putting the
pressure on.
"You'd like to start mixing in
some wins." said Reds third baseman Aaron Boone. who hit a
three-run homer. "You feel like

a lot of people are saying. 'Well,
you can't beat them, and it's a
must win and this is a huge
series.' I do feel like tomorrow's
game is important. This is a team
we've- got to beat."
In other NL games, it was:
San Francisco 3, San Diego I:
Houston 6. Arizona 4; Milwaukee 6. Chicago 5 in 11 innings;
Los Angeles 10, Colorado 4: Florida 5. Philadelphia 0; and Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 2. The Mets
and Braves were rained out in
Atlanta, the first rainout in Turner Field history. .
Jason Simontacchi (4-0) was
sharp despite an eight-day layoff. giv ing up one run and seven
hits in 6 1-3 innings to lower
his ERA to 2.48. The 28-yearold rookie has given St. Louis'
injury-depleted rotation an unexpected boost.
"It's hard to describe the lift
he's given us." manager Tony La
Russa said. "He's been really special and really needed."
The Reds need Ken Griffey
Jr. to start hitting. He singled in
five at-bats, leaving him 4-for-28
since returning from a torn knee
tendon. Griffey is batting .200
with one home run and three
R11k this season.

Cincinnati starter Joey Hamilton (3-3) was roughed up for the
second time in three outings.
The Cardinals also placed righthander Garrett Stephenson on the
I5-day disabled list with a hamstring injury.
Giants 3, Padres 1
Jeff Kent hit a three-run homer
off Bobby Jones (3-4) in the first
inning, and visiting San Francisco extended San Diego's losing
streak to a season-high six games.
Kirk Rueter (7-3) improved to
10-2 lifetime against the slumping Padres, who have dropped 1 5
of 19. Barry Bonds went 0-for2 with two walks and leads the
majors with 67 free passes.
Giants shortstop Rich Aurilin
came off the disabled list and
doubled twice.
Astros 6, Diamondbacks 4
Brad Ausmus hit a go-ahead
single in the seventh inning, and
Lance Berkman added his 19th
home run in the eighth as Houston rallied at Bank One Ballpark.
Junior Spivey hornered for Arizona, which lost for only the second time in 30 games when leading after six innings. The Diamondbacks dropped into a first.
place tie with Los Angeles in the
NL West.

THE HIT MAN...Second baseman Fernando Vina paced
the Cardinals with three hits on Tuesday night during a
8-5 victory over Cincinnati, whose lead in the NL Central was reduced to just one game over St. Louis.

Pirates take Ball State pitcher with top pick
NEW YORK (AP) - - In a
draft considered short on impact
players. the Pittsburgh Pirates
selected a college pitcher they
think can help their rotation in
tew years.
The Pirates took Ball State
right-hander Bryan Bullington
with the No. I pick in Tuesday's
baseball draft.
General manager Dave Littlefield thinks the 6-foot-5, 225pounder will need at least a cou-

pie of years in the minor leagues. 3 with a 2.84 ERA and 139
"On the plus side, that may strikeouts and 18 walks in 104
mean ... he'll be an even better 2-3 innings.
"We're talking about a guy
pitcher than we see now," said
Littlefield, who envOons Bulling- who has accomplished a lot in
ton a No. 3 starter in the majors. his college career." Littlefield said.
Bullington isn't fazed by the
Bullington, who throws 94 mph,
was the first pitcher drafted No. pressure of being a No. I pick.
"You definitely have a bull'sI since Detroit took Rice's Matt
eye on your back when you go
Anderson in 1997.
The Mid-American Conference out there." Bullington said. "You
career strikeouts leader caught the just have to take that in stride
Pirates' attention after going 11- and go out and pitch your game."

Tampa Bay took B.J. Upton.
a good-hitting, slick-fielding shortstop from Greenbrier Christian
Academy in Virginia. with the
second pick.
Chris Gruler. a right-hander
from Liberty High School in California with one of the best curveballs in the draft, was taken by
Cincinnati at No. 3 and agreed
to a $2.5 million signing bonus.
Adam Loewen. a 6-6 left-hander from Surrey, British Colum-

bia, ccame the highest-drafted
Canadian when Baltimore chose
him with the fourth pick.
"It is just an amazing feeling
to be drafted that high," he said
Jeff Francis, a lefty from the
University of British Columbia,
was taken ninth by Colorado and
joined Loewen to make draft history. There had been only two
Canadians selected in the first
round — and none in the top
10 picks.

Tyson stays silent
TUNICA, Miss. (AP) — Mike
Tyson hit the speed bag, then practiced moving his head. TV cameras tracked his every move, and
people stood on chairs to see him
with his shirt off.
It was the first time in nearly
three months of training that Tyson
allowed anyone to watch him work.
A brief training session Tuesday answered little about Tyson's
physical shape leading to Saturday night's heavyweight title fight
with Lennox Lewis. With Tyson
AP PHOTO

MIS...Serena
ON TO
defeated 2000
Willia
Mary Pierce
champ
6-1, 6-1 n 49 minutes to
advance to the French
Open semifinals.

Williams sisters, Capriati reach French semis
PARIS( AP)- A ah then- thunderous groundstrokes, not try mg to ha every ball so hard, just keep some
sizzling serves and loud grunts. Venus and Serena in play, move it around, hope for the best."
But Venus at times did hit it hard — very hard
Williams clearly can play on clay.
— and as usual her 6-foot-I frame allowed her to
No surface can mute their games.
This year, they've entered new territory, with both track down shot after shot in a 6-4. 6-3 quarterfireaching the French Open semifinals for the first nal win over Monica Seles. Venus hit a serve at
time. Now each is one win from another all-sister 118 mph.
Serena Williams. meanwhile, hardly worked up a
Grand Slam final.
in her black dress. routing 2000 champion
sweat
I
OK.
move
can
1
point.
longer
a
"I can play
used to practice on clay a lot when I was younger, Mary Pierce 6-1, 6-1 in 49 minutes, giving up only
so I do know how to slide." Venus Williams said. two points in her final five service games and set"I always felt like 1 had the groundstrokes and ting up a showdown with defending champion Jenspeed to play well here. More than anything I'm nifer Capriati.

keeping his vow of silence, his mental state could only be guessed
at, too.
It was left to a collection of
his underlings to talk about how
great he would be in what could
be the last big fight of his career.
"I can see it in his eyes. He's
vicious. He's a born fighter," assistant trainer Stacey McKinley said.
Tyson's handlers certainly talked
a good fight, predicting their fighter would .knock out Lewis before
the fifth round.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Former Murray High School
standout Lindsay Lawson can thank
John A. Logan College head coach
Marty Hawkins for extending her
basketball career.
Twice.
Lawson, who just completed
her second and final season for
Hawkins and the Lady Vols in
Carterville, Ill., recently signed a
scholarship to play at Grand
Canyon University, an NCAA Division II school in Phoenix, Ariz.
"(The Grand Canyon coaches)
were calling my coach about a
teammate of mine from last year,
and he sent them a videotape of
me," Lawson said. "They flew me
down for a visit, and then they
signed me to a scholarship."
The 5-5 Lawson, who also visited Akron, averaged 9.3 points,
5.2 assists and two steals a game
as Logan's starting point guard as
the Lady Vols finished the 200102 season with a 21-10 record
and a runner-up finish at the junior college regional tournament.
As a freshman, Lawson came
off the bench for the injured starter
and led Logan to a victory in the
regional championship game.
Lawson was recruited by John
A. Logan after scoring 21.9 points
a game and earning All-Purchase
Team honors during her senior
year at Murray.
The Lady Tigers went 24-7 in
that campaign, winning their third
All 'A'Classic regional title in Lawson's four years and reaching the
First Region Tournament.
"I think John A. Logan really
prepared me to go on to the next
level," Lawson said. "It's a really good school with a good reputation for women's basketball,
and we played a lot of good
teams."
Lawson, who is currently taking summer courses at Rend Lake
Community College in Ina, Ill.
and is considering studying psychology at Grand Canyon, was
impressed by her visit out west.
Grand Canyon just finished its
first season under new head coach
Kip Drown.
"The team seemed to be real
together, and the girls are excited about their coach and next
year," Lawson said. "We get to
fly to all of our away games, so
that's nice.
"(Drown) doesn't like. to promise spots, but he expects me to
work hard because they need a point
guard."

Domercant, Holt tops in OVC
missioner Dan Beebe at the
Staff Report
league's Honors Luncheon on
Murray Ledger & Times
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — The Thursday in Nashville, Tenn.
Domercant was the nation's
Ohio Valley Conference's top performers in men's and women's second-leading scorer in 2001basketball have been selected as 02.
The Lisle. Ill. native earned
the league's Athletes of the Year
for 2001-02 in voting by the first-team All-OVC honors for
league's athletic directors and the second time, and was named
to the Collegelnsider.com Midsports information directors.
Eastern Illinois junior Henry Major All-American Team.
He earned honorable mention
Domercant., the OVC Men's Basketball Player of the Year, was All-American honors by the Assochosen as the OVC Male Ath- ciated Press and was selected to
lete of the Year while Tennessee the Chicago Tribune Division I
Tech junior Janet Holt, the OVC Collegiate All-City team.
Domercant also earned NABC
Women's Basketball Player of
the Year, was selected as the All-District 11 and Basketball
OVC Female Athlete of the Year Times All-Midwest honors. He
set the EIU single-season scorfor the second year in a row.
The two winners will receive ing record (817 points) and is
their awards from OVC Com- the Panthers' third all-time lead-

ing scorer with 1,792 points.
Holt became the first women's
basketball player in league history to earn OVC Player of the
Year honors in three consecutive
seasons following the 2001-02
campaign.
She is only the fourth female
athlete to win two OVC Athlete
of the Year awards.
Holt topped the conference
and ranked third nationally in scoring with 23.8 ppg and also led
the OVC with 8.4 rebounds per
game as the Golden Eaglettes
advanced to the OVC Tournament title game.
The Lynchburg, Tenn. native
ranks second all-time in the OVC
in career scoring (2.420 points)
and holds the OVC Tournament
scoring record (250 points).
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Nets hope SCOREBOARD
Sponsored
for upset,
Haverstock and Sillier ca
NBA title Irill;111 Insurance Agency
By

Mae Aube
Inessrance

SPARKLING EFFORT...The Murray Diamonds placed third in the U8 division of the
recent Lakeland Softball Invitational. The team, sponsored by Area Bank, is comprised
of(front row,from left) Megan Pittenger, Alyssa Cunningham, Haley Dodd,Chelsea Holzschuh,
Allison Rogers, Chelsee Underwood, Melina Dodd, (back row) coach Teri Futrell, Paige
Paschall, Chelsea Hill, Meg Hudson, Karlee Wilson, Madison Schwettman, Taylor Futrell,
Dare Hale, Shelby Crouch and coach Sammy Cunningham.

Hurricanes stun Red
Wings on OT goal
DETROIT(AP)— Suddenly,it's er in the history of the franchise
a series.
that began life long ago in the
The Detroit Red Wings heard WHA as the New England Whalers.
all the talk of four-game sweeps,
Tuesday was Francis' first finals
of their vast superiority over the game in 10 years, or since he
Carolina Hurricanes in statistics, scored the game-winner for Pittsstars, salaries and Stanley Cup burgh in its Game 4 clincher
rings.
against Chicago in 1992. The goalie
There's one edge they don't that night was Dominik Hasek,
have, though — the lead.
now the Red Wings' goalie.
Ron Francis, one of the few
'Game 2 is Thursday night in
Hurricanes players who matches Joe Louis Arena, where, until Tuesthe Red Wings' stable of super- day, the Hurricanes were 0-11-0stars in Hall of Fame credentials, 1 since Nov. 14, 1989. The gamescored 58 seconds into overtime winning goal was scored that night
as Carolina surprised the Red Wings by — yes, Francis.
3-2 in the Stanley Cup finals open"It's a good lesson for us," Red
er Tuesday night.
Wings forward Igor Larionov said.
"We are excited, very excited," "They're playing in the finals, so
said Jeff O'Neill, who set up Fran- there's no way you can underescis' score after scoring the tying timate anybody."
goal in the final minute of the
"We knew that over the course
second period. "We've got a lot of the series we Would have to
of young guys playing in the finals win one game in here," Hurrifor the first time, so to get the canes coach Paul Maurice said. "I
first one is good."
thought we were nervous in the
Make that a lot of young guys first period ... but that we felt
and Francis. the most revered play- more comfortable as the game

MCCH announces
free physical dates
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will
be holding its annual free sports
physicals during the month of July.
The free physicals will be held
in Outpatient Services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital on
July 13. 20 and 27 from '8 a.m.
to noon. The physicals are offered
to all athletes at Murray High
School and Calloway County High

School, as well as Murray and
Calloway County middle schools.
Anyone who plays sports must
receive a physical either at the
free clinic or from a physician.
No pre-registration is required
for the free sports physicals. Athletes should bring the form provided by the school's athletic
director.
For more information, call
MCCH health promotions coordinator Allison Lancaster at 762832.

SportsBriefs
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky — William Snodgrass of Murray carded a 73 to finish
three shots off the pace set by medalist Parker Scarbro of Central City yet
earn one of 12 qualifying spots for the 2002 BellSouth State Amateur Championship at Saturday's Section 1 qualfying round at Hopkinsville Golf & Country Club
Snodgrass was in a four-way tie for fifth with Parker Rudd of Nicholasville
Lee Childress of Calvert City and Anthony Maddox of Beaver Dam. while
Hamilton Wheeler of Russellville was second with a 71 and Charlie Throgmorton of West Paducah and Drew Conliffe of Louisville were third at 72
Meanwhile. Murray's Alex Wellinghurst garnered a tie for 16th in the boys
13-14 division of Tuesday's Western Hills Junior Classic, a KGA-PGA Pepsi
Junior Golf Tour event in Hopkinsville
Wellinghurst shot an 87 (39-48) to tie Trey Wilkerson of Jamestown (42-45)
and come in 14 strokes behind Matthew Hunsaker of Henderson (38-351 who
beat Derek L Adams of Lexington (38-36) by one shot
The 2002 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp originally scheduled for June 10-14
at Murray High School, will be moved to June 17-21 because of construction
at MHS
Registration for the camp will be June .17 at 830 a m for campers in PI
through fourth grade and at 11 a m for players in grades 5-12 The younger
campers will participate in the Morning session from 9-11 am daily, with the
older players taking the court from noon to 2 p m
For more information. contact Murray head basketball coach Rechelle Cad.
well Turner or assistant coach Monica Evans at 753-5202 or Cadwell Turner
at 767-0358
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have announced the dates for their 2002
summer baseball camps at MSU's Reagan Field
The all-skills camp will be held June 10-12 for players age 8 to eighth
grade The cost of this camp is $80 The pitchers/catchers camp ($40) will be
June 17-18 for players age 8 to 12th grade while the hitters camp ($40) for
players age 8 to 12th grade is set for June 20-21
For more information, call 'Breds assistant coach Bart Osborne at 762-4192
or 767-9527
Murray State University will host a golf camp for boys and girls ages 1018 June 16-21 at Miller Memorial Golf Course
Led by Lady Racer head coach Velvet Milkman, the camp will include special sessions such as strategy on the course, trouble shot demonstration and
practice, study of the rules and other extras to enhance the week's lessons
For more information or to register. call 762-3659 or 1-800-669-7654 ext
3659

went along."
Especially when the game went
into overtime. The Hurricanes have
won seven of eight overtime playoff games, the most since 1993
Stanley Cup champion Montreal
won 10.
"I think we just play our system and keep it simple," O'Neill
said of the Hurricanes' overtime
success. "Obviously, we don't try
to open up too much. We just try
to grind it out for wins, and it's
worked so far."
That system is a trapping. neutral zone-clogging 1-2-2 defense
that prevented odd-man Detroit
breaks. What it didn't stop was
power plays, but Detroit was only
1-of-7 with the man advantage.
Detroit still led 1-0 and 2-1
on goals by Sergei Fedorov and
checking line forward Kirk Maltby, but O'Neill tied it at 2 by
scoring on a short breakaway with
only 50 seconds left in the second period.
Now. the Hurricanes will find
out if they've merely knocked
Detroit off its game for one night,
or an entire series.
New Jersey also was a big underdog to Detroit in the 1995 finals,
but rode the momentum of an
opening game upset to a totally
unexpected sweep of the Red
Wings.
"They didn't surprise us. We
knew they could play," Hasek said.
"But it is a tough loss."

LOS ANGELES (AP) -Lucious Harris considered the possibility, and his eyes lighted up.
The New Jersey Nets as NBA
champions? What once seemed a
galaxy away is now a mere four
wins from reality.
"We came this far, we're not
going to lay down," the Nets'
guard said. "We have confidence
we can win this series. We've
been underdogs all season. We're
confident, every player."
The Nets' confidence will be
tested beginning Wednesday night
when they meet the two-time
defending champion Los Angeles
Lakers in Game 1 of the NBA
Finals at Staples Center.
Game 2 is Friday night in Los
Angeles before the best-of-seven
series shifts to New Jersey.
Like the Sacramento Kings, the
Nets have been one of the league's
bottom-feeders through the years.
But times sure have changed.
The Kings, 27-55 four years
ago, extended the mighty Lakers
to overtime in the deciding game
of the Western Conference finals.
While Sacramento's rise has
been steady, New Jersey got there
in a hurry. In the playoffs for the
first time since 1998, the Nets
were 26-56 last season.
The turnaround began with the
acquisition of Jason Kidd from
Phoenix last summer.
"What in the world is Phoenix
doing?" Lakers star Kobe Bryant
said with a laugh Tuesday.
What the Suns did was help
make a winner of the Nets.
"We had players here that had
it in them," said Harris, who grew
up in Los Angeles but cheered
for the Celtics as a kid. "Jason
brought it out."
Going for the 14th championship
in franchise history. the Lakers have
reached the NBA Finals 26 times.
The Nets, winners of only (9
playoff games since joining the
NBA in 1976, including 10 this
spring, have advanced past the
second round for just the first
time.
Oddsmakers established the
Lakers as 9-1 favorites.
"It would probably be one of
the biggest upsets in history. I'll
say," Harris said.

Lindy Sutter

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
32
26 .552 —
New York
2 1/2
28 .509
29
Florida
29
3
29 .500
Montreal
28
4
30 .483
Philadelphia
23
33 .411
8
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cincinnati
33
24 .579 —
St Louis
32
1
25 .561
Pittsburgh
27
31
466
6 112
Houston
7
31 456
26
Chicago
22
35 .386 11
Milwaukee
36 .379 11 1/2
22
West Division
W
L Pct. G8
Arizona
23 .603 —
35
Los Angeles
35
23 .603 —
San Francisco
33 • 24 .579
1 1/2
Colorado
30
29 .508
5 1/2
San Diego
25
34 .424 10 1/2
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 5. Montreal 2
Florida 5, Philadelphia 0
St Louis 8, Cincinnati 5
N.Y Mets at Atlanta, ppd., rain
Milwaukee 6, Chicago Cubs 5, 11 innings
Los Angeles 10, Colorado 4
Houston 6. Anzona 4
San Francisco 3. San Diego 1
Today's Games
Los Angeles at Colorado. 2:05 p.m.
San Francisco at San Diego, 4:05 p.m.
N Y Mets at Atlanta. 6.05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Montreal. 6:05 p.m.
Florida at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Houston at Arizona. 905 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
17 691
Boston
38
—
New York
2
21 644
38
Baltimore
30 464 12 1/2
26
Toronto
33 400 16
22
Tampa Bay
18
38 321 20 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
33
25 569 —
29
29 500
Chicago
4
Cleveland
28
4 1/2
29 491
Kansas City
22
33 400
9 1/2
Detroit
35 375 11
21

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

West Division
W
L
36
21
33
22
28
29
33
23

Pct. G8
632 —
600
2
491
8
411 12 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Boston 10, Detroit 5
Toronto 3. Tampa Bay 1,
N.Y. Yankees 13. Baltimore 5
Minnesota 23. Cleveland 2
Kansas City 3, Chicago White Sox 2
Anaheim 3, Texas 0
Oakland 3, Seattle 2. 10 innings
Today's Games
Boston at Detroit. 6:05 pm
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 6-05 pm
Baltimore at N.Y. Yankees, 6.05 p m
Cleveland at Minnesota. 7.05 pm
Kansas City at Chicago White Sox, 7.05
p.m.
Texas at Anaheim, 905 p rn
Seattle at Oakland, 9:05 p -

McPeek turns to
Sarava in Belmont
NEW YORK (AP) — Ken
McPeek grabs Sarava's tail with
one hand and a blade with the
other as he tries to cut a dirty
white bandage off the antsy colt's
left rear leg.
It takes several attempts, with
a lot of head-jerking by Sarava,
before McPeek slices through the
tape.
Nothing has been easy for
McPeek in this year's Triple Crown
series.
His top prospect, Repent, was
injured in losing the Illinois Derby
to War Emblem, who can become
the 12th Triple Crown winner with

a victory

in the Belmont Stakes
on Saturday.
McPeek's No. 2 horse. Harlan's
Holiday — the highest-priced
favorite in Kentucky Derby history — faded to seventh and then
was fourth in the Preakness.
So the trainer went deeper into
his barn and came up with Sarava, who will be making his graded stakes debut in the 1 1/2-mile
Belmont.
The post-position draw is today.
figured I'd be here with
probably Harlan or Repent,"
McPeek said."That's the way things
work outiii this lame.
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60th anniversary of WWII turning point marked
By B.J. REYES
Associated Press Writer
HONOLULU (AP) — Sixty years after
the Battle of Midway, ceremonies across
the nation and on the tiny atoll itself will
commemorate the day U.S. forces sunk
four Japanese aircraft carriers and turned
the tide of World War II.
Though today it is home only to birds,
turtles, seals and other wildlife, Midway's
role in World War II was critical.
"Unless you were alive, I think Midway
may be something that some people have
heard about but maybe can't comprehend,"
said Col. Lee Wyatt. a history professor
from the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point.
Despite the importance of the June 4-6,
1942 battle, some veterans and historians
are disappointed that it does not receive the
same attention as other key events of the
war, such as Pearl Harbor or V-.1 Day.
For three days, American dive bombers

It's a huge moment for
American military history and
American naval history. The
Pacific war was extremely
important to our emergence as
a superpower.

I

—Col. Lee Wyatt
West Point
history professor
and fighter pilots fended off the Japanese
naval fleet's attempt to gain Midway as an
outpost. After Midway. the crippled
Japanese fleet withdrew, never again to
gain the offensive.
"les a huge moment for American military history and American naval history,"
Wyatt said. "The Pacific war was extreme-

ly important to our emergence as a superpower.''
The victory also provided the United
States with a strategic military installation.
"It brought submarines four days closer
to the patrol stations in Asia," said retired
Navy Capt. Bill Dozier, 83, of Honolulu.
Many squadrons suffered heavy losses,
like Torpedo Squadron 8, whose sacrifice
has become part of Navy lore. The
squadron's 15 aging TBD Devastators, too
slow and poorly armored to tangle with the
famed Japanese Zeros, were picked off one
by one when they took to the skies on June
4, 1942, without inflicting any damage to
Japanese ships.
But Torpedo 8 drew enemy fighters
nearly down to sea level, leaving the
Japanese ships unprotected from high-flying American SBD Dauntless dive
bombers.
Only one of the squadron's 30 pilots and
gunners survived.

FBI's terrorism focus putting
burden on police agencies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville police regularly go to the
FBI for help with cases ranging
from murder to bank robberies.
The FBI's help was critical in the
capture last month of John T. Boston
in Dallas, who was extradited to
Kentucky on rape charges, said
Capt. Steve Thompson. who heads
the department's criminal investigations unit
"They've always been there
when we needed them," he said. But
now, police will have to adjust,
Thompson said, as the FBI focuses
on preventing terrorism.
Changes may force some
Kentucky police agencies to shoulder a heavier burden in the fight
against drugs and violent crime,
officials said Tuesday.
The Kentucky FBI isn't abandoning its crime-solving mission,
but it will become more selective in
taking on bank robberies, drug cases
and white-collar crime under a federal initiative that makes preventing
terrorism the agency's highest priority.
Law enforcement officials will
get less help from an agency that
brings expertise, national intelligence, financial support, high-tech
tools, federal wire-tap abilities and
help -getting prosecutor to apply
federal charges v‘ith shltcr penal-

ties.
"It's a sea change for what we
do," said J. Stephen Tidwell, special
agent in charge of Kentucky, who
started work in the position last
month. "We'll have to direct
resources to make that happen."
Details are still being ironed out,
but the FBI's thresholds for taking
cases will likely he raised — in the
past. when the FBI might have
helped tackle two groups running 50
kilos of drugs a day. Tidwell said,
they will now-target-only-one, And
bank robberies or wire-fraud cases
will require higher dollar amounts to
trigger investigations.
The cases will likely fall to a
number of local, state and federal
agencies, said Steve Pence, U.S.
attorney for Western Kentucky.
The Kentucky FBI has fewer
than 100 agents. but officials won't
get specific about how many may be
shifting from crime to terrorism
duties. Tidwell expects to know
within a month how many new
agents or how much additional
funding the Kentucky's FBI operation could receive when Congress
approves bureau director Robert
Mueller's plan to focus more agents
on terrorism.
In eastern Kentucky, the FBI
devoted much of its-time to fighting
to
the
drugs
According

Transactional Records Access
Clearinghouse, a research center at
Syracuse University. 42 percent of
the 145 FBI-led cases that resulted
in convictions in 1998 were drugrelated.
The Kentucky State Police have
already seen eastern Kentucky drug
caseloads increase in part because
the FBI was already beginning to
refocus on terrorism following the
Sept. 11 attacks, said Lt. Lisa
Rudzinski, a state police spokeswoman.
Some smaller Kentucky
departments say the FBI's help can
he important.
The change in focus by the FBI
"probably will have some impact,"
said Lee County Sheriff Harvey
Pelfrey, adding that other agencies
— such as the state police or Drug
Enforcement Administration
may be able to fill any void.
DEA officials have pledged to
help fill gaps in drug investigations.
Investigators in the Louisville office
could not be reached.
Another possible effect of the
reforms: As more cases are handled
by local authorities, a greater number could wind up before local or
state prosecutors — instead of being
shepherded by the FBI to federal
prosecutors who_ can apply charges
that can carry stiffer penalties.

Ensign George Gay was rescued when a
sea plane piloted by S.O. "Pappy" Cole
spotted him floating in the water the day
after the battle. Cole took a vote of his
eight fellow crew members before attempting the risky rescue.
"He said 'I've never made an open-sea
landing: we might not make it, but I'd like
to try." recalled Jack Bohner. a radio operator aboard the PBY-5A Catalina.
The vote was unanimous, the landing a
success and Gay, who had spent 30 hours
l
in the water, lived to tell his story hundreds
of times and write a book titled "Sole
Survivor."
Events planned to mark the battle
include a symposium in Honolulu on the
war in the Pacific."Midway Night" dinners
planned in cities across the nation and a
wreath-laying ceremony at the island on
Wednesday by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
For more than 90 years. Midway —

about 1,200 miles northwest of Hawaii —
was under the jurisdiction of the Navy. The
Naval Air Facility on Midway was closed
in the early 1990s, and the atoll was turned
over in 1996 to the federal Interior
Department to be managed as a National
Wildlife Refuge.
In 2000, the atoll, which is part of the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands, was designated the Battle of Midway National
Memorial, as authorized by Congress.
Like most World War II veterans, retired
Navy mechanic Bill Surgi places increasingly greater emphasis on anniversaries
from the conflict.
"I just found out a good (war) buddy of
mine had just passed away." said Surgi, 78,
of Rockville. Md."They're going by the
board. so I'm saluting my buddies who
have gone ahead of me — honoring them
and letting everyone know that war is
hell."
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FESTIVAL HONORS ... A large number of musicians from the Murray High School Tiger
Band participated in the Solo and Ensemble Festival at Murray State University both as
soloists and in ensembles. Students performing that day included Jaleelah Al-Alou, Emily
Allen, Stephanie Bailey, Mandy Brown, Ben Bullen, Kaci Carpenter, Paul Coe, Jennifer
Crawford, Allison Cross, Julie Denham, Kate Farrell, Audrey Ferguson, Heather Ferguson,
Holly Gibbs, Mandy Haugen, Zach Kingins, Allison Kipphut, Rachel Klepper, Elizabeth
Leggett, Carmen Lyons, Jacquie Mateja, John Mateja, John Martinez, Jessica Miller, Phillip
Montgomery, Derek Nance, Amy Page, Will Rall, Matt Robinson, T.J. Robinson, Shannon
Shelby, Nathan Smith, Samantha Stanley, Melissa Starks, Jake Steelnack, Michael Swain,
Amanda Taylor, John Trevathan, Sam Trevathan, Heather Waters, Marshall Welch and Brian
West. Not pictured are Brett Brown, Jeremy Clark, Jaime Fairbanks, Janey McClain, Daniel
Runnels, Megan Schell and Amanda Taylor.
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TennesseeToday
Senate committee delays action
another week on Fowler bill
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Senate Finance Committee once again
delayed action on Sen. David Fowler's
budget bill, moving the Senate a week closer to the end of the fiscal year with no solution to the state's budget troubles.
Fowler, R-Signal Mountain, said he was
asked to delay the bill until he could consider removing the portion calling for an
income tax.
The bill seeks a referendum on the
November ballot asking citizens whether
they want a constitutional convention to
address the state's tax system.
In the interim, the 6 percent sales tax
would be raised to 7 percent from July 1
until Aug. 31, and an 8.75 percent uniform
sales tax and other tax and fee increases
would go into effect Sept. I.
On Nov. 5, if the voters rejected a constitutional convention,a flat rate income tax
of 3.75 percent would go into effect Jan. 1,
2003. If voters called the convention, the

8.75 percent uniform state sales tax would
remain in effect until the convention made
its tax recommendation.
Tennesseans would then vote on the convention's recommendation. If the recommendation was approved, it would go to the
Legislature, which has final approval and
would decide how to implement any
changes or additions to the lax system.
The uniform statewide sales tax of 8.75
percent would be expanded to some services and exempted items. It also would raise
the cost of registering an automobile by $50
and put a 2 percent sales tax on the cost of
gasoline. It would add 30 cents to the tax on
a pack of cigarettes, which is now 13 cents.

Lawmakers are taking two weeks to discuss budget options before returning to session June 19. Proposals for an income tax
and a tax on professional services failed last
month, but could emerge again for a vote.
Lawmakers who oppose new taxes are
pushing for the state to cut spending. There
were few of them in attendance during
Tuesday's committee hearings, however.
"Those who don't want to fund the
budget need to be here so they can at least
understand what we're talking about," said
Rep. Tommy Head, D-Clarksville.
The state faces a $480 million deficit by
July 1. the start of the new fiscal year, and
$800 million to fund essentially the same
budget again next year.
House begins putting together
The no-tax budget, prepared by legislative
staff, proposes to save $945 million by
no-tax budget
reducing the TennCare health insurance
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Parks
program for the poor and uninsured to a
closed. TennCare eliminated. Thousands of
Medicaid program; closing state parks that
teachers laid off.
are not self-sustaining or privatized: and
The House Finance Committee began
cutting about $483 million in education
Tuesday to lay out the details of funding a
_spending.
budget without creating or raising taxes.
The switch from TennCare to Medicaid

would strip about 300,000 people from the
rolls and save about $100 million.
The budget also calls for a 12.5 percent
across-the-board cut to most agencies and
departments, and eliminates two: Tourism,
and
Economic
and
Community
Development.
Instead of relying on state funding,
many departments and programs would
rely on collected fees to operate.

Tennessee school directors
study ways to cut services
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) — About 15
percent of all teaching jobs statewide
would be cut under a no new revenue
budget proposal. education officials said
Tuesday.
State Education Commissioner Faye
Taylor asked about 100 school directors
and superintendents statewide to discuss
options for the districts if services were
partially or totally cut.
The meeting was a brainstorming session for officials as they anticipate cuts if

the Downsizing Ongoing Government
Services budget passes the Legislature.
The DOGS budget is a no new revenue
budget that makes $775 million in cuts in
education, health care and eliminates the
departments of tourism and economic
development.
The state faces a $480 million deficit by
July 1. the start of the new fiscal year. and
$800 million to fund the same budget as
this year next year.
James Jones, executive director of local
finance and auxiliary services, said about
8,400 teaching jobs would need to be eliminated if the DOGS budget passed.
"Certainly the commissioner and the
administration hope there will be no cuts to
local education, but it would be difficult to
absorb them without some relief from federal mandates." said education department
spokeswoman Judith Morgan.
Taylor said the meeting was necessary
to get input on which programs could temporarily stop or shut down completely
before meeting with the House Finance
Committee on Wednesday.

Bush administration
wants to fingerprint,
photo foreign visitors
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration wants to photograph, fingerprint and get
detailed information
from
thousands more
foreign visitors
to the United
States, according to law
enforcement
officials.
' Officials
who described
Bush
the
plan
Tuesday on condition of not being
identified by name said the Justice
Department would expand the
reach of an already existing law to
keep better track of tourists, business travelers, students and temporary workers considered possible
security threats.
Justice -Department officials
declined to comment on the plan,
details of which are expected to be
announced this week.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
would not respond to a reporter's
questirons about the plan as he made
his way to a meeting with House
Judiciary Committee Chairman
James Sensenbrenner, R-Wis.
Sensenbrenner has been a leading critic of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, an agency
within the Justice Department that
since Sept. 11 has acknowledged
gaps in tracking foreigners in the

country.
Sensenbrenner's aides declined
to comment on whether the proposal was discussed during the meeting
with Ashcroft.
Ashcroft has undertaken a number of initiatives since the Sept. 11
attacks to better track foreign visitors.
Foreigners seeking to live in the
United States are photographed and
fingerprinted and must provide
detailed background information to
the government. But the same is not
required of most visitors.
Ashcroft is seeking to expand a
1998 rule that requires visitors from
Libya, Iraq, Sudan and Iran to register with the government and be
fingerprinted and photographed.
The rule could be applied to people from as many as 35 countries
under the proposal, a law enforcement source saith-speaking on con—
dition of anonymity. However, people from any country could be
required to register if something in
their background brings them to the
attention of U.S. officials, the official said.
Judy Golub of the American
Immigration Lawyers Association '
said the proposal could be the first
step toward requiring all visitors —
and perhaps all citizens — to carry
government identification cards.
"We don't need false solutions
to real problems and this is what
this is," she said.

Standing, Left to Right: Jane Campbell, Tamara Phillips, Bryan Anderson, Andy Graham, Matthew Garrison. Marc: Ivey, Lillian Steele
Sitting, Left to Right: Abbey Kelly, Pamela Carroll, Ethelene Riley. Melia Redden, Barbara Skinner. Scarlet Orr

Our name's changed,
but it's still 11:3

Calif., N.J. to redlice
student backpack weight
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(AP)—
Concerned that students who lug
heavy backpacks will develop
spinal problems, lawmakers in two
states may go further than any others to try to reduce excess pounds.
New Jersey lawmakers are
weighing a bill that proposes setting
maximum weight standards for
textbooks, while a California measure would require school districts to
figure out ways to reduce the
weight.
Other states have done studies of
backpack weight and children's
back pain, but none have passed
legislation requiring schools to do
something about it.
The moves come as concerns
about drugs and guns possibly hidden in student lockers have led
many schools to remove lockers.
forcing children to lug their textbooks around all day.
According to the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission, backpack-related injuries send about
5,000 students a year to emergency
rooms nationwide.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends children
carry no more than 10 percent to 20
percent of their own body weight
and that backpacks should typically
weigh less than 15 pounds.
But a study by a Simmons
College professor in Boston recently found that 55 percent of fifththrough eighth-graders studied
were carrying more than 15 percent
of their body weight on their back.
Cally Weise, an eighth-grader at
Westbourough Middle School in
South San Francisco. said she
almost fell down the stairs at her
school because her backpack

weighs so much. Weise, who
weighs 92 pounds, carries a 21pound backpack and a 14-pound
saxophone case.
"I see smaller kids at school and
they walk bent over," she said during a recent news conference at
California's Capitol."When I run, it
hurts my back."
Some school districts have started to tackle the problem by coordinating homework assignments to
lessen the load or by purchasing
two sets of textbooks for their students — one set to leave at home,
and one set to use in class.
The bill in front of California's
Senate would require school boards
to develop and distribute a voluntary survey to school districts to
find creative, cost-effective options
to reduce excess backpack weight.
California
The
Medical
Association supports the bill, a
spokeswoman said, because childhood is a key time for spinal
growth, which could be altered by
heavy backpacks.
Assemblyman Rod Pacheco said
some textbook companies oppose
his bill, but that he is "not trying to
reduce the educational advancement of children."
In New Jersey, Assemblyman
Peter Barnes' proposal would direct
the state Board of Education to set
and enforce weight standards for
elementary and secondary textbooks.
"I was in the Army and these
kids are carrying bigger backpacks
than what we used to carry." said
Barnes. "These kids are hunched
over and are afraid to stand up
straight because they might fall
over."

Firstar is now U.S. Bank.
At Firstar, we've made quite a name for ourselves over
the years. And now we're making another great name
for ourselves—U.S. Bank.
The Same Familiar Faces. \s we change names,
we believe our most valuable asset is our people. That's
why you'll continue to deal with the same people you
know and trust. Whether it's the banker or teller at your
local office, or the
private banker you've
worked with for
years, they'll
still be there
when you
need them.
New Name. Great New Opportunities.
We also know you have enough in your lite to keep
track of, and the last thing you need are changes with
your banking. Don't worry. You'll still enjoy all the
same features and benefits of your Firstar accounts, and
your Checking and Savings
account numbers will not
change either. And of
course, the rate and term
of your CDs or loans will
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Investigators: Government should take better care of Social Security numbers
WASHINGTON (AP)— Federal
agencies should take better care of
Social Secunty numbers in order to
protect people's privacy. congressional investigators said Monday.
Researchers said the unique
identification numbers — which are
key to protecting against identity
theft — can he found on public doc-

mem. di all levels of go% eminent.
Investigators said the numbers
are even more common on public
records in state and local governments. such as professional licenses
and property titles.
"Officials who maintain these
records told us their primary responsibility is to preserve the integrity of

the record rather than protect the
privacy of the individual SSN holder," said researchers at the General
Accounting Office, the investigative
arm of Congress.
Social
Security
numbers,
designed only to help the government keep track of earnings and
benefit information, are now used
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for almost every government transaction and on many private documents.
Because of their ubiquity, the
numbers are often used in identity
theft, in which a perpetrator opens
fraudulent credit card, bank loan
and other accounts in a victim's
name. With a Social Security number, a person can apply for additional false documents, like a driver's
license.
The
Social
Security
Administration said Social Security
number misuse increased from
about. 11,000 during the 1998 fiscal
year, which ended Oct. 31, to
65,200 incidents in 2001.
Officials blame the Internet and
electronic record-keeping for the
explosion in crimes.
"Although few entities report
making SSNs available on the

how to handle privacy issues,
should tell the agencies to review
how they deal with Social Security
numbers and clarify that federal privacy law applies to local governments as well.
According to the report, White
House officials said they "are
unsure of the need for additional
OMB guidance in this area."
The GAO said Congress should
create a commission to develop a
unified approach to safeguarding
Social Security numbers.
A bill introduced by Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., would require
Social Security numbers to be
removed from government checks
and driver's licenses and ban release
of certain public documents without
Social Security numbers removed,
including death and birth certificates and tax liens.

Body of missing boy is discovered in
mansion pool that had been searched
LOS ANGELES(AP) — The body of a missing 7year-old boy was found in a pool Tuesday, two days
after he had disappeared at a swimming party at the
posh home.
Police believe the boy was placed in the pool after
they had checked it several times Sunday and
Monday.
Paolo Ayala disappeared from the birthday party at
the home in the Holmby Hills area shortly before his
parents arrived to pick him up Sunday afternoon.
"At this time it appears that at some time during
the evening or early morning hours somebody placed
that body in the swimming pool," Deputy Chief David
Kalish said Tuesday."There is no way that boy's body

was there yesterday."
A housekeeper walked outside the home Tuesday
morning and saw the boy face up in the pool. A firefighter pulled out the body.
Franklin Ayala, the boy's father, had speculated his
son may have wandered to a nearby park.
"He is very friendly," the father said earlier.
Four teams of police dogs tracked the boy's scent,
at one point picking it up about a mile from the home,
Sgt. John Pasquariello said.
The child, who lived in West Los Angeles with his
parents and a brother and sister, was attending a classmate's birthday party with about 20 other children.
About 10 adults were supervising.

Colorado residents allowed to
return to look at scorched homes
CANON CITY. Colo. (AP) —
Dozens of families headed back
into the charred foothills Tuesday to
search for remnants of their lives
after a 4,400-acre
wildfire
destroyed more than 80 homes.
Fire officials began allowing the
residents into the area after cooler
weather and scattered rain helped
slow the fire.
"They need to get back home.
They need to have closure."
Fremont County Sheriff Ivan
Middlemiss said.
lie warned the residents to prepare themselves emotionally, telling
them: "This is not going to be the
same area in your lifetime or my
lifetime as when you left Sunday."
All that remained of Nate and
Tina Cleveland's two-story home
were concrete-block walls of the
first floor, a charred swing. and

ATTENTION
CAll 'Fair Queen and
Miss 6•)11r. Pageant Contestants
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Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds
on June 18, 2002
(Highway 121 North of Murray)

For more information or to enter call Nikki Crouch

437-4462

Internet, several officials told us
they are considering expanding the
volume and type of public records
available on their Web site," the
report said.
The report notes the ways governments are trying to protect privacy, such as editing the number out
on public copies of documents, but
protection
is
haphazard.
Government agencies are not
always telling the public how their
Social Security numbers may be
used.
That warning, mandated by law.
"is the first line of defense against
improper disclosure because it
allows SSN holders to make
informed decisions," the report said.
Congressional investigators said
the White House's Office of
Management and Budget, which
advises government agencies on

blackened cans of food scattered in
what was left of the kitchen they
just remodeled.
"It was our home, and it doesn't
look anything like it," Nate
Cleveland said.
Hundreds of families were evacuated when the fire broke out in dry
timber and—brush -west about 110
miles southwest of Denver. Besides
the homes, the blaze destroyed a
general store and several other
structures. Royal Gorge Park closed
temporarily but reopened Tuesday.
Middlemiss said the blaze may
have been started by an outdoor
barbecue grill. There were no suspects.
The fire broke out in a foothills
area where modest homes and
mobile houses are scattered on
small lots among stands of fir and
pine. Homeowners are a mix of
full- and part-time residents.
In the fire's wake, some chimneys remained standing amid the
rubble of the destroyed homes. In
one spot stood the shell of a burnedout bus. Blackened trees littered the
landscape.
On a message board at Cotopaxi
High School, authorities posted a
list of destroyed homes, identified
by street name but not house number.
Evacuees sat at tables, chatting.
A man and two children watched
cartoons on a television in the gym.
Some called insurance companies
or tried to line up temporary housing. Many chose to stay at motels or
with friends.
The fire is the most devastating
in Colorado in several years. Two

fires in 2000 destroyed about 75
homes combined. In 1989, a fire
destroyed 44 homes.
Elsewhere in Colorado, a 3,000acre wildfire in Las Animas County,
bordering New Mexico, had damaged at least one home and forced
the evacuation of 11 ranches and
three other homes near Trinidad.
A separate fire in the same area
grew to about I7,000-acres
Tuesday, but was no longer threatening any communities. The blaze
had burned across some methanegas fields, fire information officer
Alan Hoffmeister said. The gas
wells were shut down and the
pipelines were drained.
In California, weather began
drying out and heating up Tuesday
as firefighters battled seven wildfires burning on more than 10,000
acres of brush and forest land.
Several structures — none of
them homes — have been destroyed
in the blazes, some of which have
been burning since last week, in
Los Padres, San Bernardino,
Sequoia and Angeles national
forests. Three firefighters have suffered minor injuries.
The largest fire, north. of Ojai in
Ventura County, burned across
6,200 acres on Tuesday.
In New Mexico, at least seven
fires triggered by lightning last
weekend were burning, including a
blaze that prompted a brief voluntary evacuation advisory in a
Cimarron subdivision. Also in
northern New Mexico, a fire burning on 9,343 acres in Mora County
prompted evacuations of seven to
eight homes in the Naranjo area.

Man sent to jail for
stealing letters written
by former presidents
ORANGE, Va. (AP) — A man
received six months in jail for stealing letters written by former presidents George Washington, John
Quincy Adams and Ronald Reagan
from a woman's private collection.
Thomas Glenn Paytes. 36,
admitted stealing the letters, as well
as a knife once owned by James
Madison,Trom the -Grange County
home of Helen Marie Taylor last
December.
The most valuable item was the
Washington letter. written June 29,
1788, to Washington's friend and
secretary, Tobias Lear. Paytes sold
the letter to a collector in Orange for
)

$15,000, and it later fetched
$100,000 from a collector in New
York, according to Orange County
Commonwealth's Attorney Timothy
Sanner.
Total value of the stolen items
was not determined, Sanner said.
Paytes, a former historical memorabilia broker, had worked for
Tayloi organizing documents and
performing other odd tasks prior to
the theft. He said he took the items
after arguing with Taylor shortly
after Christmas.
He pleaded guilty to grand larceny in March and was sentenced
Monday.
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Pets of the Week

UP FOR ADOPTION... Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane, has listed 10 week old
Husky mix, male and a female, left, as well as8 week
old Retriever mix, male and female, among the many
animals available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost or found an
animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. MondayFriday, and 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday (closed Sunday). For
further information, call 759-4141.

FarmNotes
Special provisions provided
for '01 crop year LDP
The Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 is providing special provisions for 2001 crop year Loan Deficiency Payments.
The special provisions extend the 2001 crop year LDP eligibility to producers who produced eligible contract commodities on non-Production
Flexibility Contract farms and lost beneficial interest in an eligible commodity produced on a non-PFC or PFC
Producers who are eligible under these special provisions should apply
at the Calloway County FSA Office by the close of business on July 3.
2002

Ag department opens
toll-free tobacco hotline
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture has
FRANKFORT, Ky.
established a toll-free number to help farmers buy and sell Kentucky-grown
tobacco transplants. Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith has
announced.
Farmers can call 1 -888-567-9569 to offer tobacco transplants for sale or
search for transplants to buy.
"The rainy and cool weather of April and early May disrupted tobacco
setting schedules all over the state," Smith said. "For farmers who only
recently have been able to work in their fields, this service will help them
find quality Kentucky-grown transplants before the planting season is past.
"It also will help farmers find markets for excess transplants."
• Smith said buying Kentucky transplants reduces the risk of introducing
blue mold on plants from southern states where the tobacco disease is more
prevalent.
The tobacco plant hotline will remain open as long as the need ex t,ts. It
is a free service of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.

Maybe being Top
10 isn't so good
Wettest spring in years gave
Kentucky dubious distinction

(e.

PRINCETON, Ky. — Being in
the top 10 in basketball is something
teams strive for, but having a top 10
wettest spring in more than 100
years is something most people
could do without.
From April 1 through May 19.
the state has had 11 inches of rain or
153 percent of normal. A year ago,
the state had 4.34 inches for the
same time frame.
Seven inches is normal. Western
Kentucky has received the most rain
for the two-month span at 12.03
inches — compared to 9.62 inches
in eastern Kentucky.
The wettest two-month period
recorded was in 1983 when 17.15
inches fell. That year ended with a
drought.
"The Ohio Valley has been in the
cross hairs for weather systems
coming through." said Tom Priddy.
meteorologist in the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Priddy said there was no particular reason to be causing this pattern.
The contrast between 2001 and
2002 just show the extremes that
can occur in Kentucky weather. he
said.
In addition to the wet conditions,
this past weekend saw temperatures
dip to the freezing mark Generally.
by May 10, there is little likelihood
of dipping to 32 degrees, he said.
Thanks to the wet spring, farmers
are struggling to plant crops and cut
hay In Daviess County, about 15
peicent of the corn crop has been
planted. But farmers are hoping to

get back into their fields this week.
said Wayne Mattingly, Daviess
County extension agent for agriculture and natural resources.
Tobacco is also suffering, and
plants need to be set, he said.
Some farmers will likely set their
tobacco first, then move to their row
crops. Mattingly said. The recent
weekend's cool conditions caused
some frost damage to tobacco
plants.
Mattingly said farmers would
like to see about three weeks of dry
weather, but they don't want it to
stop raining for the rest of the growing season — as it has done in other
years that began with a wet spring.
Priddy said the forecast for the
remainder of the month looks promising with near normal precipitation
and temperatures. The longer outlook is not so favorable, with June.
July and August expected to have
above normal precipitation

Find Everything
You Need Here
• Local News•
Sports
• Community
It's All In The
Ledger & Times

Local governments fight corporate farms
By EMILY GERSEMA
Associated Press Writer
In
MASON CITY, Iowa (AP) --Pennsylvania, five cities have banned large corporations from owning farmland or operating
farms. Leaders in a Missouri county upset by a
hog waste spill ordered a company to take its
hogs and get out. In Iowa, two counties passed
unprecedented bans on livestock farms.
Across the nation's farm country, local governments are raising a stink about corporate agriculture — and in the process, stepping into a fight
between large-scale farms and neighbors.
Some farmers and corporate interests call the
trend disturbing and warn that overregulation
could drive up food prices and lead some livestock production to move out of the country.
But local officials are taking matters into their
own hands -because states haven't adequately
enforced laws already on the books, said Melanie
Shepherdson. an attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council in Washington.
"People are starting to realize that 'This isn't
just happening in my town. Other people are
experiencing this, too,— she said.
In February, officials in Iowa's Cerro Gordo
County declared a one-year ban on the construction of new confinements. Days later. neighbor-

ing Franklin County followed suit.
The bans were unparalleled in Iowa, which
leads the nation in pork and egg production.
Though Franklin County officials later backed
off their ban, saying they needed to discuss it further with their health board, Cerro Gordo's had
an immediate effect. Sparboe Farms. a Minnesota
company, quickly withdrew its proposal to build
an egg-laying plant with 2.4 million chickens
near Clear Lake and now is looking elsewhere.
Factory-style farms have been around since
the 1970s, but they've become more common in
the last 15 years. As they proliferate, so does concern that their concentrated manure is harming
human, health and environment, with its effects
rippling as far south as the Gulf of Mexico, where
manure runoff contributes to a dead zone in the
sea.
"We need to protect the health of the public, at
the same time create an environment that's conducive to agricultural growth." Osterholm said.
Osterholm and county supervisor BOb
Arnosson said they're prepared to be the target of
possible lawsuits. Worth County, to the north, has
been sued for making strict air and water pollution rules. The case is pending.
Michelle Nowlin, an attorney who often handles such cases at Southern Environmental Law

Center in Chapel Hill N.C.. said one argument for
local rules is that communities and counties vary
in their economies and topography. Federal and
state standards don't consider those differences,
she said.
"Only the people in that county are able to
take a position in order to safeguard those natural
features." Nowlin said.
Several North Carolina counties restrict how
close livestock farms can be to water wells and
homes, as do many Pennsylvania townships.
Don Parrish, spokesman for the Washington,
D.C.-based American Farm Bureau Federation,
said the trend toward local regulation threatens
the nation's livestock industry.
Rules can drive up farmers' expenses, leading
to higher prices that could compel U.S. consumers to buy cheaper foods made overseas.
Parrish said. Large farms, he said, are satisfying
American consumers' hunger for cheap, lean
meat.
"1 would hate knowing that this country is as
dependent on Brazil and Argentina for food as we
are on Saudi Arabia for oil," Parrish said.
The Cerro Gordo moratorium means Randy
Nuehring's family in Rockwell can't expand their
3,000-hog operation.
"It's not a good deal," Nuehring said.

The Murray Bank
is proud to announce its name is still

THE

MURRAY BANK

Named after our hometown.
Located in our hometown.
Chartered in our hometown.
Headquartered in our hometown.
Bookkeeping in our hometown.

Maybe it's your turn to do the changing.
Come home to...
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Air Force Col. suspended
for bad-mouthing Bush

Fit For A Queen

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
Air Force has suspended a colonel
who wrote a letter in which he
ridiculed President Bush for his
response to terrorism, accusing him
of allowing the Sept. 11 attacks to
happen because "his presidency was
going nowhere."
The letter from Lt. Col. Steve
Butler was published May 26 in The
(Monterey County) Herald.
"He did nothing to warn the
American people because he needed
this war on terrorism," Butler wrote.
"His daddy had Saddam and he
needed Osama. His presidency was
going nowhere. ... This guy is a
joke."
Butler, who called Bush's alleged
silence "sleazy and contemptible,"
had been vice chancellor for student
affairs at the Defense Language
Institute in Monterey. He was suspended May 29 pending an investigation, Air Force spokeswoman
Valerie Burkes said Tuesday.
Butler entered active duty in
1979 and was a navigator during
Desert Storm, Burkes said. His wife,
Shelly, told The Herald that Butler
plans to retire in a few weeks.
A woman who answered the
phone at his home Tuesday hung up

CHRIS HELGREN, PooIIAP Photo
IN HER MAJESTY'S SPECIAL SERVICE ... Britain's Queen Elizabeth II, center, and other members of the royal family, from left.
Prince Harry. Prince William, their father Prince Charles, Prince Philip, Prince Andrew, Princess Beatrice and Princess
Eugenie applaud participants of the Golden Jubilee Festival Parade at The Mall in London, Tuesday. Hundreds of housands
of people gathered in central London for the festivities on the final day of the celebratory weekend marking the Queen's 50th
year on the throne.

Storms may delay
launch
again
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.(AP)
— Stormy weather once again
threatened• to delay the launch of
space shuttle Endeavour and keep
the crew of the international space
station in orbit even longer.
NASA aimed for a late afternoon
liftoff Wednesday after nearly a
week of postponements, despite a
forecast calling for thunderstorms.
thick clouds and possibly gusty
wind.
As part of the space agency's
post-Sept. 11 anti-terrorism measures, the 5:23 p.m. launch time was
kept a secret until the day before.
Endeavour will drop off a new
crew at the orbiting outpost and
bring home the three men who have
been .living there. for the past six
months. The shuttle astronauts also
will repair the space station's robot
ann.
The space station residents.

Americans Daniel Bursch and Carl
Walz and Russian Yuri Onufrienko,
kept busy as they waited for their
ride home. Bursch and Walz will
surpass NASA's space endurance
record next week, an achievement
they did not expect when they rocketed into orbit in early December.
In March, NASA added a month
to the space station crew's mission
to give the Endeavour astronauts
more time to prepare for the work on
the robot arm. The arm needs a new
wrist joint, and a pair of spacewalkers will perform the surgery.
NASA tried to launch Endeavour
on the 12-day flight last Thursday
but was thwarted by thunderstorms
that ultimately pushed liftoff to
Monday. Then a pressure valve had
to be replaced, and the launch
slipped to Wednesday.
Because of all the delays.
Onufrienko is now on track to beat
his own space endurance record, a
193-day mission in 1996 aboard
Russia's old Mir station.
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We Accent food Sams - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Pork Roast
Extra Leon

Pork
Steak

Start Your Own Business...
Be Your Own Boss.
Owning a Pizza Inn franchise allows you to control
your own career. For a low initial investment, you
determine the type of concept you'd like to operate Full Service, Delivery/Carryout, Express, or Self Serve
Buffet. Pizza Inn will support you by providing management development programs, in-store training and
marketing support services.

Pizz

k

\-.)0,en's Best Extra Lean

Hunt's
24 oz.

Ketchup

www.pizzalnn.com

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Owen's Best Shoed Slab

Sirloin Steak
Bacon
1 39 Crisco Oil

Ground Round

$1 89

Assorted Variety
48 oz

89'

$ 79

Country

Fresh

go

Paper Towels

I

R011

29 oz.

12 pk. $299

$ 1 09
1/2 gal

Blue Bonnet

Margarine 1/4 Sticks 1 Lb 2/89
AFZIPIEwILAI
Owen's best
Boneless Pit

Sara Lee
Corned

Baby
Swisc

Baked Ham
$399

Beef

Cheese

,
Pork Loin
$499

Owen's Best
BBQ

Pork
$599

Coke, Diet Coke. Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke

99'

2 Liter

89' f

Bush Assorted variety

Prairie Farms

$"499
• %If

l4_15., 3/99'j

Peaches

89'

2% Milk

89

/Rosedale Halves or Slices

Bath Tissue
4 Roll

Stokely Vegetables
Corn, Green Beans.
and Peas

Bounty Single Roll

Skim Milk
$1 79

For more information on franchise opportUnities, call

1-800-284-.3466

99!

$1 09Lb

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Caf, Free Coke

[)_LLLLLL

Dell Hot Line
753-7811

Sucer Trim Boston Butt

Charmin

_CLitt

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

9fiwot 940d 7died

9ood 9aad
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Storm drenches Midwest states
By The Associated Press
The Midwest got a heavy dose of flooding after a storm dumped more
than 8 inches if rain on some areas, sending creeks and rivers out of their
banks and leading to evacuations of dozens of homes.
Wisconsin. Iowa and Illinois were hit the hardest from Tuesdav'c storms
as basements quickly filled up with water.
It was very bad. It was something that happened so fast that lot some
people it was a life-threatening situation to have the water coming up
around the houses like that," said Steve Braun, emergency management
director in Wisconsin's Grant County.
About 25 homes in southwestern Wisconsin were evacuated as Water
from a nearby creek flooded basements, dislodged natural gas tanks and left
several inches of mud behind, officials said.
Some of the heaviest rainfall was reported in the town of Sterling in
northwestern Illinois, which has received 8.58 inches since the storm struck
on Monday.
Up to 8 inches of rain in 24 hours turned rivers into lakes in eastern Iowa,
where Gov. Tom Vilsack declared seven counties disaster areas.
The Iowa Department of Natural Resources said 10 cities in northeast
Iowa were forced to bypass their wastewater treatment plants to prevent
sewage from flooding basements.

when an Associated Press reporter
asked to speak with Butler, and he
did not respond to an e-mail.
Military law prohibits "contemptuous words" against the president
and other political leaders.
The prohibition dates to 1776,
when soldiers were forbidden from
using "traitorous or disrespectful
words." The rules were updated several times, and "traitorous or disrespectful" was changed to "contemptuous." The president, vice president, Congress and state governors
were specifically banned as targets
of bad-mouthing.
In, 1950, Congress enacted the
Uniform Code of Military Justice
and the prohibition survived intact
as Article 88, but only commissioned officers were subject to
penalties.
The maximum punishment under
Article 88 is dismissal, forfeiture of
all pay and allowances, and confinement for one year. The only known
Article 88 court-martial took place
in the mid-1960s. In that case, a second lieutenant dressed in civilian
clothing during off-duty hours left
Fort Bliss to take part in a demonstration against the Vietnam War in
nearby El Paso, Texas.

$A 89

Baked Beans

28 oz.

Folger's

Coffee

34,5-39 oz. $499

Deer Park

1 69
'1
xvirzcarszevic>-

Spring Water

gal.

Florida
Sweet Yellow

Red or WhitcSeedless

Large

Corn

Grapes
$1 39

Celery

5/sioo

mr

I

Stalk

Lb
•

Owen's Best

Storemade Bolm

BBQ Beans
$ 1 39
1

Lb

99`

New Crop
Georgia

Peaches

89

Fresh Express
1 Lb Slaw of

59'
California
Valencia

Salad Mix Oranges
2/$300 $1 99
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yard Sales
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Legal
Notice

TO THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY,
OF DAVID M. WATKINS

A Complaint has been filed in the above action for a Judgment against
David M. Watkins, Unknown Spouse of David M. Watkins, Susan R.
Watkins, Unknown Spouse of Susan R. Watkins and Calloway County,
Kentucky for the indebtedness owed to Area Bank and that certain
Personal property described as a 1989 Clay Mobile Home, SN#6707,
Brown, be sold and the proceeds applied to Plaintiff's Judgment and
foreclosure upon the subject real estate more particularly described
as:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast
Quarter of Section 8. Township 1, Range 6 East, and also being
Lot No. 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the James Q. Wilson and
Guy S. Wilson property of record in Plat Book 23, Page 15, Slide
2128, and being further described as follows:
:Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the south line of
Buffalo Road located approximately 715.4'east of the centerline
of Kentucky highway 444. Said point bears north 12 degrees
23'03" east 105.68' from a stone found, and being the southwest
corner of Lot No. 1 described herein;
thence: 25 from and parallel to the centerline of Buffalo Road
the following bearings and distances;
North 26 degrees, 22'54" east 70.17' to an angle point;
North 06 degrees, 54'41" east 162.84* to an angle point;
North 12 degrees. 2625" east 84.07' to an angle point;
North 32 degrees, 23'23" east 82.42' to an angle point;
North 42 degrees. 26'12" east 51.88' to an angle point;
North 46 degrees, 40'42" east 278:61' to an angle point:
North 48 degrees, 30'27' east 140.04'to an angle point;
North 54 degrees, 21'57" east 77.48' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set
on the south-side of an old abandon roadway;
thence: severing the lands of Wilson north 89 degrees, 04'03"
east 455.70' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the centerline of an
old abandon road;the property line of Willie Smith;
thence; with the) centerline of said abandon road and with
Smith's north line and the north line of the Prescott Morris
property I Deed Book 167, Card, 10681, the following bearings
and distances:
South 26 degrees. 50'14" west 131.41' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set.
South 36 degrees, 2121" west 95.16' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
South 42 degrees, 28'21" west 188.51 to a point which bears
south 33 degrees.-40'21" east 25.00' from a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;
South 48 degrees, 00'12" west 203.24' to a point which bears
south 33 degrees. 40'21" east 20.00' from a 1/2" diameter rebar
set:

AREA BANK
formerly DEES BANK OF HAZEL.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00108
PLAINTIFF

DAVID MILES,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
June 24, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 0.605 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of FT.
Seargent Land Surveyors, of Murray, Kentucky, on September
18, 1989, located on the east side of Old Murray-Paris Road
Kentucky Highway1497) approximately 5.5 miles south of the
City of Murray, and being a part of the southwest quarter of
Section 23. Township 1, Range 4 East in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:

Notice

FREE

The Panorama Shores Water System
will accept sealed bids for all well
pumps. filter system and pump motors.
Everything that is in the well house
that pertains to the operation of a water
system. Bids will be accepted from this
date until 4:00 p.m. June 15, 2002 at
Jerry Owens- home at 159 Panorama
Drive. Murray, KY 42071. phone
270-436-5682
Inspection of the equipment may be
made by,contacting Jerry Owens at the
above phone number by appointment
after 7 p.m. daily.

Mini- Manicure
& Polish
w' China Glaze
Nail Lacquer
Uppercuts
Hair & Tanning Salon,
1104 Story Ave
(270)753-2887
Call today!!
(Offer ends June 15th)

PRODUCE
CONCESSIONS
CRAFTS
MUSICIANS
needed for
Murray's Downtown
SATURDAY MARKET
Into 759-9474

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway (7ireo.,
Court on May 13, 2002. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway ('ount:.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday. June
24, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the followin:'
described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with
address being 201 Center Street, Hazel, Kentucky. and more parti(i;
larly described as follows to wit:

thence, with the new division line of the Robbie Blalock proper
ty, the following bearings and distances:

Included with the property is a 1984 Buccaneer 24' x 48'
mobile home.

— --North 87 deg. 3005" East- 177.50 feet to a #4 rebar (set);
South 08 deg. 30'00" East - 10.00 feet to a #4 rebar (set);
South 81 deg. 29'37" West - 176.52 feet to a #4 rebar(set) on the
east side of Old Murray-Paris Road, 30.00 feet east of the centerline:
thence, North 08 deg. 30' 00" West 158.58 feet along the east
side of Old Murray-Paris Road to the point of beginning.
The property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-vvays
.ind easements.
David L. Miles obtained title to the above-described property by
deed from Frank McCallum, et al., dated the 8th day of
November, 1996, of record in Book 241, Page 676; and by
Quitclaim Deed from Susan L. Miles, dated January 29, 1999,
if record in Book 320,Page 613, both in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Being the same property conveyed to Jacqueline Winchester, a
single_person., and David W._ Taylor, a single person. by Deed
dated November 3, 1995, and recorded in Deed Book "220. Page
144, in the Office of the Clerk of the County Court of Calloway
County, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, hut if sold on a
credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit the sum
of ten percent cash at the time of sale, and the balance on a credit of
hirty (30) days bearing interest at the rate of twelve percent i 12';
per annum from the date of sale until the purchase price is paid in
full. Purchaser must execute bond with good surety for the purchase
price. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2(X)2 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 23rd day of May, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissir,i)), r
Calloway Circuit I .

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
'OMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00004
UNION PLANTERS MORTGAGE. IN(' .
As Servicer for Union Planters Bank, NA.
Vd/b/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company.

PLAINTIF

VS •
NOTICE OF SALE
020
Notice

020
Notice

Richard W. Jones.
Attorney At Law
304 North 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071

020

DEFENDANTS

Beginning at a #4 Rebar (set) on the east side of Old MurrayParis Road. 30.00 feet east of the centerline, 1.1 mile, more or
less, south of Kentucky highway 1828, and being the northwest
norner of the herein described tract of land and a new corner of
the Robbie Blalock;

This tract contains 7.8247 acres, subject however to any additional right-of-ways which may be of record for Buffalo Road,

The I''nknown Defendant. being the Unknown Spouse, if any, of
David M. Watkins, is hereby advised that she must enter an
appearance and answer the Complaint filed in the above styled
action within 50 days of May 16. 2002, or a Default Judge may
be taken against her for the relief sought in the Complaint.

JACQUELINE TAYLOR,
• d/k/a JACQUELINE WINCHESTER,
DAVID TAYLOR,
. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
CITY OF HAZEL,

Beginning on the West right-of-way of Grulih, l,,iIr
Thtreet
Alley) and on the South right-of-way of a blacktop street running East and .West; thence South with the West right-in -way of
Grubbs Alley 127 feet to a stake; thence. kVest parallel with the
East/West blacktop street 111 feet to a stake: thence North 127
feet to a stake in the South right-of-way of the blacktop street.
thence East with the South right-of-way of the blacktop street
111 feet to the point of beginning.

DATED this 29th day of May, 2002.

Being one and the same as that property conveyed to David
Watkins and wife, Susan Watkins, by virtue of a deed from
Matthew Lamb, a single person, dated the 27th day of
December,1999 and of record at Book 336, Page 232 in the
Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

thence: leaving said road north 52 degrees, 10'30" west 20.65' to
the point of beginning:

set:

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION II.
VS..

VS.,

South 69 degrees, 15'25" west 229.77" to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set:

South 63 degrees, 07'59" west 145.40" to a 1/2" diameter rehar

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00252

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent (1010f) of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to executi
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said
remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30' days. A lien shall
he retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

South 56 degrees, 02'53" west '264.36' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;

010

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Notice is hereby given that Richard W Jones, Attorney at Law, was
appointed on May 9,2002 as Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court Case No. 02-CI-00188, Area Bank (formerly Peoples
Bank of Murray) v David M. Watkins, Unknown Spouse of David M.
Watkins, Susan R. Watkins. Unknown Spouse of Susan R. Watkins
and Calloway County, Kentucky for the purpose of informing the
Unknown Defendant, being the Unknown Spouse, if any, of David M.
Watkins concerning the nature and pendency of the action against the
Unknown Spouse, if any.

SURPLUS WATER SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT

010

753-8697
or
759-8858

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway ('ounty.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday. June
10, 2002, at the-hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. and more
particularly described as follows to wit:

Need
to sell
your
house?

Lot No. 1 in subdivision plat of Donald D. and Alice 1-). Brady
property in Calloway County. Kentucky. Said subdivision plat
being of record in Plat Book 4, Page 31. in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.

Murray Ledger & Times

*Caps *Jackets
*Shirts •Warinups
•Diecast 'License Plates
'Coffee Cups
AND MUCH.
MUCH MORE!

270-753-1916

Lost and Found

EASLEY
99.5-e2

SOO N. 411 ST.•MUM (Neil to Ileeeley Sot. a Ant.)
News: e.to.-S

DEFENDANT -

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Call us we will be
glad to help

Yourtik and
Headquarters

ROGER D. RUNYON.SARA RUNYON.
ANL, CALLOWAY COUNTY, KE N T1"C KY.

BEEN missing since 5-2602 "Spot" Rat terrier,
black and white spotted,
black collar no tags
Please return 759-4651
LOST at Wildcat Resort
Dog Tracking System,
436$10000 Reward
5232 or 436-2374

Being the same property conveyed to Roger D. Runyon. and
wife, Sara Runyon, from Wanda Hobbs. a single person. by deed
dated September 22, 1995. and recorded in Deed Book 219,
Page 293. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 1st day of May, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00048

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00031

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00272

PLAINTIFF

TRUSTMARK NATIONAL BANK,
VS..

UNION PLANTERS MORTGAGE, INC.,
As Servicer for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,

'.S. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, MA,Successor by Merger to
Mercantile Bank, Successor by Merger to
United Commonwealth Bank),

PLAINTIFF'

PLAINTIFF

VS..

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

ANTHONY L. PATRICK and
MELANIE D. PATRICK,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 25, 2002, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
24. 2002. at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 3731 State Rt. 121 South, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated Southeast of the
City of Murray, County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, and
being a part of Section 6. Township 1, Range 5 East. and being
further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the south line of
'Kentucky Hipiway 121 located 1216.00' west of Stahler Lane,
the northwest corner of the Pamela J. Thomas property (Deed
Book 220. Page 215)and being the northeast corner of the tract
described herein;
thence. with Thomas' west line south 09 degrees 05' 37" east
passing through a 1/2" diameter rebar found at 475.00', for a
distance of 490.00'to a point in the line of the James C. Stahler
property I Deed Book 150. Card 14561;
thence, with Stahler's [sic' north line north 84 degrees 10' 19"
west 107.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southeast corner
of the. Wayne Wilson property:
thence, with Wilson's east line north 09 degrees 05' 37" west
491).00'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the south line of Kentucky
highway 121;
thence. 35' from and parallel to the centerline of Kentucky
Highway 121 south 84 degrees 10' 19" east 107.00' to the point
of beginning.
This. tract contains 1.2017 acres. But is subject however to any
easements which may be of record. See plat of survey recorded
in Plat Book 22. Page 10.
BEING the same property conveyed to Anthony L. Patrick and
Melanie I). Patrick, his wife, by deed dated January 9, 1997,
and recorded .in Book 246, Page 552, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.

BRUCE W. LENNOX,
CONSTANCE L. LENNOX,
BRUCE J. LENNOX,SINGLE,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,AND
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

Ct MMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00032
\J))\ PLANTERS MORTGAGE. INC.,
. leer for l'nion Planters Bank. N.A..

PLAINTIFF'

NOTICE OF SALE
BILL BREWER. SINGLE.
.efkia BILLIE BREWER.

DEFENDANTS

BY virtue of a -Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
('out on April 23. 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
,ale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday. June
10. 2002. at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, and more
rlarticularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
' •' 184 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat
recorded in Plat Book No. 3.Page 48, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

Tiu, above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in Plat Book No. 140, Page 257, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. and Such restrictions are
specifically referred to and incorporated herein as if same were
written herein in full.

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the-Community
of Coldwater in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky,
being Lot 2 of the Pine Creek Hills Subdivision of record in Plat
Book 9,Page 52, Slide 757, and -being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the west line of
Pinecreek Drive, approximately 876' from the centerline of
Medye Lane, being the northeast corner of Lot 1, and the southeast corner of Lot 2 described herein;

Being the same property conveyed to Bruce J. Lennox by
Quitclaim Deed from Emeline M. Brown (f/k/a Emeline M.
Lennox) dated August 1998, and of record in Book 294, at page
544; and being the same property conveyed to Emeline M.
Lennox and husband, Bruce J. Lennox, by deed from Wayne C.
Minson, and wife, Margorie Minson, dated Mar19, 1997, and of
record in Book 257, at Page 372, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.

thence, with the north line of Lot 1,.north 79 deg. 10' 53" west
167.30'to a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the east line of the Cliff
and Norma Finney property;
thence, with Finney's east line, north 10 deg. 15' 13" east 144.60'
to a 1/2" diameter rebar found, the southwest corner of Lot 3, of
said Pine Creek Hills Subdivision;

This conveyanee is subject- to all easements, restrictions, rightsof-way and prior mineral reservations and mineral conveyanceof record.

thence, with the south line of Lot 3, south 79 deg. 44'47" east
176.47' to a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the west line of
Pinecreek Drive;

The aferementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the. privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the. purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the. date. of sale. until paid, fully due and payable in thirty (30)
days. A lien shall be. retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

thence, 25' from and parallel to the centerline of Pinecreek
Drive, south 13 deg. 50' 45" west 156.53' to the point of begin
ning.

DATED this 23rd day of May. 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
. CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00409
PLAINTIFir

RT,

NOTICE OF SALE

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law, Summary
Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 17, 2002, in the. above cause.. I shall proceed to offer for sale
at West Kentucky Livestock & Exposition Center, College Farm Road.
Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the. highest bidder, at public
auction on SATURDAY. JUNE 8. 2002. at the hour of 2:00 p.m., c.s.t.,
r thereabout, the subject matter to be sold being animals(horses and
irits) in the possession of the County as a result of the-orders of the
District Court in the. case. of Commonwealth v. Ricky Dean
,Vatson, and includes, but is not limited to the following:
(1) Large paint mare. with blue eye.,(2) Bay mare,(3) Red filly
with white star, (4) Grey and white. paint filly, (5) Black filly
with no markings. 16) Brown and white paint filly,(7) Chestnut
filly with white. stripe. and one. white. sock, (81 White spotted
pony, (9) Brown pony, 110) Chestnut filly with blaze,(11) Bay
colt with white flame.(12) Black stud with white mark on face.
(13)Appaloosa'male.1141('hestnut male with white stripe,(15)
Blue Roan stud, 16) Paint stud,(17) Palomino Colt,(18)Brown
& White paint colt,(19) Bay colt 6 mu old,(20) Chestnut mare
with blaze and 2 back socks, 121) Gray mare Quarter horse,(22)
Paint colt 6 mo. old,(23 Sorrell.(24)Brown filly with white star
4 mo..(25) Ibbiano mare. 1261 Bay brood mare,(27) Brown &
white paint stud, (28) Sorrel mare with white blaze, (29)
Chestnut mare with a star and snip,(30) Chestnut mare with
right back white sock and a white blaze, (31) Chestnut mare
with white star & stripe. 132) Black mare with white star,(33)
Black mare with blaze', 1341 Red horse. mare.(35) Red mare,(36)
Mule,(37) Red mare.. (381 Red mare.,(39) Blind bay mare,(40)
White mare quarter horse. (41) Bay Yearling mare,(42) Paint
mare with blue eyes.(43) Total number of goats: 37.

)ATED this 1st day of May. 2002.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

.'1_,1N_S.S.-11F

Lost and Found
Help Wanted

112,1_)____ I I

217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call. we'll
be glad to help
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

'I*()

The Murray Board of Education Head Stan is
seeking qualified applicants for the following
position:
CENTER SUPERVISOR
Applicants must have a bachelor's degree in
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education.
Child Development, or related field. IECE certification and supervision experience preferred.
Person will be responsible for the day-to-day
operation of an early childhood center serving
children birth to five. This center also serves as
a laboratory setting for university students.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Help Wanted

IL

Help Wanted
Help Wanted

1pplications will be accepted until
position is filled.'

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in Plat Book No. 140. Page 257. in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. and such restrictions are
specifically referred to and incorporated herein as if same were
written herein in full.
060

Help Wanted

060

Murray Head Start
208 South 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

rATED this 17th day of May. 2002.

060

060
060

Interested persons should request an application from the Murray Head Start office 270753-6031 and submit to:

Title to the animals shall pass by sale by the Master Commissioner
,iirsuant to KRS 426.574. The terms of the sale shall be for cash.

Hie. aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
t he purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
redit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
:zood surety for the purchase price and fully due and payable in thirtx 1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
-ecurity. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

Larry E. Sciberras(being one and the same person as Lawrence
E. Sciberras), a married person, obtained title to the abovedescribed property by deed dated June 28. 1996, from Ruth R.
Oney, a single person, as recorded in Book 234, Page 236, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

DATED this 1st day of May, 2002.

VS..

TRACI' II
.I
185 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat
r-'corded in Plat Book No. 3. Page 48. in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.

Bill Brewer, a single. person, obtained title to the abovedescribed real property by virtue of a deed dated May 20, 1983,
from Ralph L. McGee and wife, Dorothy McGee, as recorded in
Book 164, Page 1394. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.

This tract contains 0.5739 acres, but is subject however to the
restrictions and easements as shown by plat of record.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the. privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder ofthe purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

RICKY DEAN WATSON. and wife
KELLY WATSON;
THE MURRAY BANK,
IIUNIANE SOCIETY OF CALLOWAY COUNTY,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction, on Monday, June
10, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with the,
property address being 217 Pine Creek Lane, Murray, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

Beginning at the intersection of Shoemaker Road and State
Line Road; thence Easterly 200 feet to a fence; thence Southerly
with fence 231 feet to a steel pipe; thence Westerly 60-1/2 feet
to a steel pipe then Southerly 41 feet 9 inches to another steel
pipe then West 170 feet 6 inches to the State Line Road; thence
272 feet 9 inches along State Line Road to the point of beginning.

CALLOWAY C()UNTY FISCAI (
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
24, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 878 Osborne Road, Murray, Kentucky 42071, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:

!'he aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
t he purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent 110'; on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
i merest at 12'; per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
lop and payable, in thirty 130) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascerained and paid. but the. property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 23rd day of May. 2002.

LAWRENCE E. SCIBERRAS, a/k/a
Larry E. Sciberras, and
CHARLOTTE A. SCIBERRAS,

LOCAL PROPERTY - CASUALTY
INSURANCE AGENCY POSITION
Our agency has an opening for a personal lines
customer service representative or personal lines
agent.
Job description includes all responsibilities of
selling and servicing all types of personal lines
insurance to families and individuals. Being PropCasualty licensed is a plus.
Our compensation package is competitive based
upon knowledge, experience and licensing status.
We have an excellent fringe benefit package
including group life & health, retirement plans and
two weeks vacation.

Send resume to1P.O. Box 1040-G
Murray, KY 42071

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve

/1.11Z I !

060
Help Wanted
ADMINISTRATIVE HELP
NEEDED 12-15hrs/week
Flexible hours in a small
diverse business. Excellent Microsoft Office skills
a must $7 50/hr. 7534214.

AVON Earn $8-15/hour ful
or part time. Call now 1
888-570-6498 or (270
554-3338 Great Opportu
nity.
BECOME a certified Nurse
Asst./ Paid training. Full
time position available on
all shifts. Apply in person
at Britthaven of Benton,
Hwy 641 S., Benton, KY
42025. EOE/AAE.
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people. Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement. Apply by appointments only. Call Beverly 759-4222_ leave
name, phone number and
reason for calling
DRIVER to pull Mobile
Homes. Must have Class
A CDL at least 2 years,
and good driving record.
(270) 753-7975.
FULL time Medical Assistant needed for busy
physician office. Will provide training for career oriented individual. MondayFnday, excellent benefits.
Send resume with references to PO. Box 1040 E
Murray, KY 42071.
FULL Time RN position
.available. Must be license
in the state of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton, Hwy
641 S., Benton. KY 42025.
EOE/AAE.
HOMEWORKERS Needed S635 weekly processing mail Easy' No experience needed Call 1-888517-2362 Ext 4605 24Hrs
,
'
SA)4H) `. I(

,

It( \I s
$10,000 Student
Loan Repayment.
College Tuition
Career Training
No Expenence Required
Initially Part-Time •
Possible Full-Time.
Up to $19 an hour.
Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

16X80 mobile home, 3 br,
2bth excellent condition
Getting married must sell
Best offer Call 753-7655,
leave message

SUMMER Jobs
No experience
$6- $9 to start
'888-974-JOBS

SOCIAL SERVICES
DIRECTOR trillci

090
Domestic & Chedcare

Currently seeking a committed professional for tlit
position of District Director of the Family Service,
office in Western Kentucky. Itequifements: MSW or
related field. LMFT or LCSW preferred. three year,
expenence in foster care services; two years super-N. 1
sory experience. Responsibilities include: overall
supervision of 5-person office providing foster cart.
and adoption services: networking with local, publi,
and prisate child welfare agencies; oversight of case
work management, quality assurance. foster care and
staff recruitment and training: budget development
and monitoring. Competitive salary and benefit,
Send resume to Holston Family Services. 73()
Washington St., Paducah. KY 42003. Holston Family
Services, a ministry of Holston United Methodisi
Homes for Children, will become a ministry of tht
Paducah District of the United Methodist Church or
Jan. I. 2003. EOE

almost
RESPONSIBLE
16-year-old
Will watch
your children for you this
summer Have references
Call 759-9215 ask for
Mary
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016
100
Business
Opportunity
HOME and Garden Party
Part-time/full-time
Average $30 00 an hour
Call Freda 1866-2534663

NUYEN Services Company, Inc.
A Maintenance service company. has immediate
opening for several "Multi-Craft Technicians" with
10-15 years experience in Maintenance for the injection molding plastics industry. Individual must have
working knowledge of hydraulics/pneumatics, eleL
trical/PLC or fabrication/welding. Some technical
college education with OJT is required. Must furnish

STAY home & do mail order business Earn up to
$8.000/mo PT'FT Step
by step system We teach
you how Free booklet 10-416-8471

own hand tools and be able to travel.

Computers

We pay competitive wages and benefits. Send your
resume with wage history to PO Box 10407
Murray. KY 42071

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

$$ OPPORTUNITY $$
RELIABLE INDIVIDUALS- EARN SS
Working Friday. Saturday, Sunday Valid drivers
license required. Applications being taken at

PRN PHARMACY TECHNICIAN

ANTIQUES
Old toys advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

Assists staff pharmacists in the inedi,:a
tion distribution services. A minimum
of a high school diploma or equivalent.
Technician certification and retail
experience preferred.

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray.
GOOD used Air Conditioner, refrigerator, stove. carpeting 753-4109

703 S. 4th Street, Murray

150

Equal Opportunity Employer

Articles
For Sale

Apply at
Murray Calloway County Hospital,
803 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071.

BEAUTIFUL long sleeve
Wedding Dress. Never
worn. Still has tags. Must
Sell, asking half of purchase price Ask for Polly
753-3331 or come by yard
sale and see Fri 7th/Sat
8th at 1300 Sycamore st..
Murray.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

DARK tobacco plants
/7Ctl-ptHAN.
$5 00 a tray 753-5522
FOUR Cemetery Lots Murray Memorial Gardens
060
_Call Benton KY 1270) 527Help Wanted
8611
Electric
1100
JAZZY
brand new
Wheelchair,
MARKETING and Recruiting Coordinator, Distance condition many options
Learning and Telecommu- Call 753-6361
nications, Continuing Edu- KIRBY Heritage II Vacuum
cation/Academic Out- cleaner, good condition
reach. Full-time, non-ten- S6000 759-8419
ure position to begin July [ 160
Qualifications:
2002
Home Furnishings
Bachelor's Degree in Marketing or public relations
with a minimum of one- BIG savings on bedding.
year professional experi- furniture, recliners and rollence in related field Dem- away' Carraway Furniture
onstrated competence in 105 N 3rd 753-1502
Macintosh-based desktop
publishing to include work- BLUE plaid sofa and love
ing knowledge of 0S10. seat $1258475 Off white
QuarkXpress, Adobe Illus- sofa $100 00 Call 435trator and Photoshop 4242 evenings
Strong organizational and
communication skills re- BURGUNDY & lade green
quired Experience in re- plaid scott guard fabric 94
cruiting non-traditional stu- inch sofa Good condition
dents and special events Call 759-9219
management preferred. DINING room table with
Entry
Responsibilities:
six chairs and matching
level position to coordinate
china cabinet $200 00
pubof
printing
and
design
lications for all Continuing Call 489-2887
66
Education, work with dean
to develop and implement
Antiques
a comprehensive marketing strategy. coordinates
Antique
special events, and serves
on university Enrollment Harvest table 1880's 2
Management Committee drawers Porcelain Wheels
Some evening and week- $300.00
Kerosene
2
end work required Appli- Lamps Solid Brass. Doucation Deadline: June 21 ble wick Large Globes
2002 To Apply: Submit
$100.00 (7.31) 498-6494
letter of application, re180
sume, and phone numbers
of three references to.
Lawn & Garden
Marketing and Recruiting
Search
Coordinator
DAYLILIES
CEAO. 303 Sparks Hall
Hundreds to select from
Murray. KY 42071-3312
Potted $5 00
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply MurStella Dare 2."S5
ray State University is an Select group $1 00 each
equal education and emThe Daylily Garden
ployment opportunity.
Puryear, TN
M/F/D. AA employer
(West of Mine Marti
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5
PART-TIME grill cook &
731-247 5635
waitress Experience help200
ful Kenlake Marine AuSports Equipment
rora,KY 270-474-2245

healthatre
060
Help Wanted
MANAGEMENT company
seeking Regional Property
Manager for sites in Paducah and Murray Responsible for supervision of 620
rental units Send resume
to PO Box 1040-X. Murray, KY 42071
..sr AA A A
Drivers class A-CDL
If You're Serious
About...
*2800-3000 mileswk
*Fantastic Cony Equip
*Earning the income you deserve
*Excellent home Time
THEN CALL NOW 1
Teams & Owners Ops
Needed
Our lease
purchase plan
Makes you the owner
No money down
No credit check
Min 23 yrs 6 mos
OTR w/school

BUSKE LINES, INC.
800-879-2486 EOE
SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
Manna needs store clerk.
dependable. willing and
able to work, with calculator and cash register skills
Boating
and
Fishing
knowledge very helpful
Call Monday thru Friday
only. through October, involves weekends and holidays. rotating shifts Located on Hwy 68 Jonathan
Creek
RN'S LPN'S
flexible scheduling
Physical Therapist,
full-time position with
competitive pay and benefits, send resume to
Marshall County Hospital.
Box 630. Benton, KY
42025 or
call 270-527-4800

I

L1

RN needed for busy physician office Must have excellent organization skills
Be a self starter, and a re
al people person Reply to
PO Box 1040-A, Murray
KY 42071
PHYSICAL Therapist
Full-time position availabli
at Marshall County Hospi
ti
resume
fax
tal,
(270)527-4853 attn HR

_1

This is
MAX.
He found his very °v.'
bachelor bad lie tOk.'
it fast in the Classifier
reopie like Max,
People iike you,
people like

The Ledger & 'Times
,ssit,eas
270-753-1916

GOLF equipment Taylor
made burner super stee
woods bubble graphite reg
flex new condition 1-3-5
$390 00 Armour 845 titanium driver reg flex graphite 565 00 Top flee intimidator titanium woods reg
flex graphite 1-3-5-7 exc
condition $300 00 Cart
golf bag exc condition
$5000 (731) 642-4627
Musical
PIANO SALE Great buys
on a few discounted models Grand pianos YOU
can afford Player pianos
Stack's Pianos (270) 4374432

1

2 Bedroom, brick, shade.
storage patio, extra clean.
$345 00 no pets 7536931
2BR duplex at 1304-a Valleywood Dr $375 per
month 759-4406

1992 Buccaneer 14X 70,
2br. 2 bath, all appliances.
new carpet Very nice.
$11.000 (27)437-4210

2BR in town, quiet
neighborhood. wooded lot.
559-8410

MUST SEE!' 4 Bedroorn/2
Bath approx , 1716 sq ft
only
Sunshine
2003
$49,900 00 See at Arrowhead Home Sales 3124
Hwy 79N - Paris, TN
Monday-Saturday 9 00AM
TO 6 00 PM

2BR . duplex Stove, refrigerator. air conditioner
$325/mo + deposit No
pets 435-4114

2BR New washer, dryer
air conditioned carport
storage shed 6400i rno
deposit required
lease
No pets 753-7920
3BR 2 bath on 3/4 of
acres, garage screened in
porch large deck $550 a
month 352-291-1932
352-208-2009
5BR. 2 bath. C/H/A farmhouse 8 horse barn Located on three acres, 7
miles out 94 E $600
month 339-5601

6BR, 3 full baths, 1 1/2
acres 3/4 miles from lake.
$600 a month No pets.
Option to buy 517-3670105 or 517-243-2432
3 Bedroom 2 Bath down- IN Country, only minutes
stairs apartment 5353 121 from town 3br. 2 bath. w/
garage. central air/ proSouth 489-2296
pane heat Available June
CLEAN 1 Bedroom apart- 15 References required
ment appliances furnished $525 per month plus deincluding washer and dry- posit 753-6105 after 6 or
leave message
er. no pets 436-5496

YOUR HOUSING LEADER, Come see why' Arrowhead Home Sales. featuring Sunshine Homes
3124 Hwy 79N -Paris, TN
38242..
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

EXTRA nice 1 bedroom. 1
bath. appliances turn
1
C/H/A, 1 yr lease
month deposit 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished W/D 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118

. 2
EXTRA roomy 2Br,
bath, w/ garage appliances furnished 1yr lease &
1 month deposit No Pets
753-2905

FOR rent or sale 1999
Fleetwood 16x80, 3 BR 2
BA on 3/4 acre $400 00
Call Rosemary
Month
(270) 362-7887
SMALL 2BR $225 per
month 753-6012
300
Business Rentals

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
10-12am TDD No
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity

OFFICE and Business
space for lease near Judicial Center 519-9338

NICE 2br duplex Carport
1817
appliances
and
Ridgewood 753-7457

Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom, some utility
paid washer and dryer
available No pets 7679037

ONE bedroom furnished
S225 00 month references
required No pets 75';
3949

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From 5325
Call Today'
753-8668.

1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

VERY nice 2 BR 1 BA
apartment. Appliances including washer and dryer
1614 Wiswell S49000
month. 759-5885

1BR apt available all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
18P Apt. Walk to MSU
$235/mo 753-2084

VERY nice large 1 br. appliances includes W/D
759-5885

220
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

i

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Used CMS

n Utility VehocNrs

Lots For Sale

1998 Dodge Durango SLE
4x4 white with tan leather
interior. 44 000 miles
$15.900 Call Chu'.
753-1323 ext 20

2-ACRE lot 94W Lynn
Grove area $13.000 75316.,4 .iiter 600 p m
Homes For Sale

NEW CAR
TRADE INS
911 WINDSTAR
kewr A/C Pwr Windows.
1(

2121 Southwest Drive off
Gibbs Store Road 3-4
bedroom brick house. 2
bath, large deck, well landscaped, detached large
garage $148,000 OBO
753-7523

$5,600

ALTIMA GXE
$2,995

94
Ut0111.1114... PV0( Wintitmo,
I lean Car

Rebuilt
1965 Mustang
motor and trans Serious
inquiries only 759-4429
after 5 00

753-1522

[Ea

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
I p.m. to 5 p.m.

630
Services Offered

YOU SHOW
*Average credit inot perfect I • Steady income tester)
WE SHOW YOU:
•100e4 loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
•Fxcellent fixed rate - MI yr.

Global Mortgage Link

Mil Campers
[

he keit• Darren A firers • Jacque/se Watson
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite ft

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Boats & Motors
MOVE IN READY!!
Affordable family home in town This 3 be(1
room. 2 bath complete with central heat ar
air,, fenced back yard, deck, garage ai
numerous updates can be yours NOW, 100
financing to qualified buyer. Just $56,900

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

- HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

3 Br. - 2 Ba
Central HVAC
905 Southwood Dr.
270-753-5561

380
Pets & Supplies

Limousin
PUREBRED
Bulls, 1510 19 months old
Call 436-5416
430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth
530
Services Offered

1989 Cadillac
147,xxx miles
759-8911

FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B. Central HVAC. Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561

119 Main • 753-6266

HAY for sale in field
Roll' Square
492-6200 or 753-7688
410
Public Sale

414 South 12th Street
Murnie.la 42071

753-1651

STORAGE

390
Livestock & Supplies

l'r REALTY GROUP

COLDIA1491LL
11,A911109.49

EASTSIDE

VERY loveable 5 week old
Husk Wolf pups. 4 black.
$75 00 each Three other
marked- S12500 each
759-3214

1988 31 ft Airstream Excella Excellent condition
$11,500.492-8514
CAMPER- 1970 18 ft
sleeps 6. Ref & stove. furnace $800 Firm Boat1976 Polarkraft 16 ft. 50
HP Evenrude depth finder, fish locator, trolling motor trailer $1.500 Firm
474-8333

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

Vans

92 Astro, one owner
126.xxx miles Excellent
concLiion.
mechanical
clean Aluminum wheeis,
all power. 4 captain's
seats $3.095 080 7538034

CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-960(1

Chaff.. While.

Used Cars

Storage Rentals

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

530
Services Offered

Ige

440
Houses For Rent

3 and 4 bedroom house.
1-2 3br apts furnished
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606

RELIANCE Homes
New double wide set and
plywood
with
delivery
floors, A/C, side by side
$28,700
refrigerator
Come by and see us. Located 2 miles North of
Murray on 641 Financing
available, good or bad
credit

THREE Br, 1 bath brick
house on one acre lot, all
appliances included, 5
miles from Murray 94E.
S47 500 00 Call 270-4742320
Motorcycles & ATV's
•1999 Warrior nerf bars
holeshots. K&N air title
S3.000
.2001 TTR 125. one owner $1.700
759-1209
200 Yamaha 3-wheeler,
gre_at condition 753-2544
77 H D Electraglide Eve thin new 753-1522
Sport Utility Vehicles
1989 Isuzu Trooper 4x4
mint condition $2,000
759-1600 ext 145 (day) or
302-4382 (night)

L

DeVille
$2.975

1993 Grand Prix 4 door. v6. $3.800 527-2328 or
417-3001
1996 BONNEVILLE-great
shape, highway miles Solid transportation Below
book at $4,650 00 Call
767-0075
1996 Lumina, one owner,
89.000 miles. $4.500
Seen at 413 S 9th Street
753-3958
•1999 Pontiac Grand Prix
GT. 4 door, white. 1 owner, 3.7xx miles •1990
Chevrolet Lumina. 59,xxx
miles 753-1376 after 6prn.
2000 Mustang V-6. 34.xxx
miles. cassi CD power
locks/windows. excellent
condition $14.000 7595614 after 5pm
-99 Miata. Green / Tan
Top, loaded. leather, excellent condition, Call Joe
at 492-8279 or 753-1130
LE
Camry.
TOYOTA
1998, PS AC. PW. keyless entry, fm cassette
very clean, excellent conmiles
56.000
dition.
$12,700 436-5610
Si veil to 'sell your
Truck or Ear?
Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger I Times
270-753-1916

530
Services Offered

1990 19 Astro Bass boat
w' 150 Mercury All extras
and garage kept $7,000
OBO 759-3771
88 Cheetah Ski boat, V-6.
195 with accessories
753-9237
r OR Sale 1995 Aquatron
190 ski boat 30 Liter Mee
cuiser Bimini Top AM-FM
CD w'4 speakers One
trailer
w/2001
Owner
wespare 753-4241
Services Offered
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING Junk clean up, cleaning out sheds. gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Pole Barns. Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup. delivery 4362867
ALL. Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
CONCRETE Finishing.
sidewalks, driveways, patios. general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619

Services Offered

Services Offered

Your Home improvemenf Headquarfers
Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
•Well Pumps
•Water & Sewer Line
*Water Heaters
*All Repairs - Big or Small
•New or Remodeling

1.

NEED experienced Sales
person Preferably in Manufactured Housing or Real
Estate and financing Call
from 900 am to 600
p.m Monday-Friday (270)
767-9442

Apartments For Rent
11121

Mobile Homes For Sale
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

270-759-0610
‘taster Plumber 6059
-d

Brother's
Moving Co.

Lainb

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

I-ii1fl

4(

Luke Lamb

-11
Mark Lamb's
Tree Service
(12701759-3624•Me548-5262
Free Estimate.% ' Tree& Stump Removal
Tree Trimmtn%;
24 Hr Semiee
Cleanup Seri e
HedKe Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark Land,

Roofing Metal
We now

manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

ROOF REPAIR
SMITH
Specializing in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
New Construction • Flat Roofs _
•
—._.—.—._._._._._._._._._._._.
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - 10 Years Esperieru,

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

'lew:frig"
(

•Vin)LSiding & Fencing •Nlobilc, Homes

'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning A‘dibble
Hot
Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Use
•We
David Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

r

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

1-800-821-6907
LICENSED di INSURED

Free I....tin-late:,
24 Hr Sert :Cr

Tree !rimming
Cleanup &n ice

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
4'ommerrial &
Tree & ,Stu PIP
Residential
Remora!

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

530
Services Offered

1(

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered
I

M & T Painting
Now schedbling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
-

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!

t

e
CARPET & FL OR COVERING
Over 34 Years Exp.

Tom
Taylor
Rd.

Murray

753-7728

•
Knight's
Hazel KY
Ars 641 •112111im Sat cd Miro ta Tao Ti god VISO yet

ALL Carpentry.
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding. Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353.
AN affordable lawn service
Higgins Lawn Service
in Calloway
2701436-5953
Local Gel _519-9499
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
-The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
70-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint *Lawn *Mulch
*Shrubs
•Bushhog
4270036-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
-,tallecl Roy Hill
1270)436-2113,
CLEAN - IT
Professional
Cleaning Service
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip + Wax
Business. Residential
Pat Walsh (270) 623-8813
(Call For Free Estimate's)
DRYWALL Finishing New
and repairs 436-5931

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L. Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All type,Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FREE up more time for
yourself. Call Mike at 7539103. Odd lobs and minor
home maintenance.
By Appointment
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2832
GET your yard mowed,
trimmed Dr raked if needed, for a great looking yard
at low prices call 270-4742320.
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry. No job too
small. (731)247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
MASSAGE
By licensed Massage
Therapist Coldwater Rd
Murray 853-1172
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area.
Steve 787-9178
MULCH Delivered
Murray,
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Mowing, trimming,
landscaping, hauling. Reasonable Rates, free estimates. For All your lawn
care needs can B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
• 435-4645,
SANDBLASTING
and
painting, glass bead blasting. Trailers, lawn furniture, no job too small.
American Metal Finishers
(270 251 3700

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's Home
Improvement
& Floor Jots!',

David Gallimare, Owner
will Di) Insurance Work

731.247.5422
SURE-WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
Free Column
FREE to good home
Mother cat and kittens
Will let them go separate
ly. 731-247-5737
THREE FREE KITTENS
Two Calico 753-4153

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

- Classifieds Office Open -!
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Online chat will
answer questions
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Ken- scholarship, work-study, savings
tuckians can get answers to ques- and Federal Family Education.Loan
tions about career planning and stu- Programs(FFELP)to help students
dent financial aid for summer pay for college or technical trainschool during an online chat of- ing.
KHEAA can also help students
fered by Mapping Your Future
decide on a career by performing
June 13 from 6 to 7 p.m.
Anyone with Internet access can free career assessments. To request
join the chat by going to a career assessment form, call (800)
http://mapping-your-future.org and 928-8926. extension 7377, or eselecting the chat session. Financial mail rwaldner@kheaa.com.
For more information about
aid experts from across the country
will he on hand to answer questions KHEAA financial aid programs
,and free higher education materials.
about careers and student aid.
Mapping Your Future is a public contact the Kentucky Higher Eduservice Web site whose sponsors cation Assistance Authority, P.O.
include the Kentucky .Higher Edu- Box 798, Frankfort. KY 40602cation Assistance Authority 0798; call (800).928-8926, ext.
(KHEAA). KHEAA is the state 7381; fax (502) 696-7373; or visit
agency that administers grant, www.kheaa.com.

GARAGE SALE
Thurs. - Sat.
Rain or Shine
3.5 miles from Murray at 2096 Dodd
Rd. Take 121 S., right on Locust Grove
Rd., left on Dodd Rd.
753-3191
1989 Honda Accord, 95 Yamaha Moto 4
350. washer, dryer. Kirby vacuum,
microwave, ceiling fans, fishing equip.,
twin bed, many house and shop items.

2nd Annual Yard Sale
Saturday, June 8th
7 a.m. to?
Location: Panorama Shores
Subdivision
94 to 280 (S.E. 7.3 miles)
Over 20 homes participating
Hot dog and Coke $1 00
Map will be available for all
homes participating

ESTATE
SALE
1506 London Dr.
Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Computer, Home
Theater, TV's, chest
freezer, couch,
chairs, decorated
items

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
603 South 9th St.
Thurs. & Fri.

June 6 & 7
7 a.m. till?
Household items,
kitchen, fans,
clothing - children
thru adult, toys,
games, Little Tykes,
Fisher Price,
Playschool.

YARD
SALE
310 S. 15th St.

June 7 & 8
Antique hutch,
appliances,
furniture, tools,
misc., kitchen
items, clothes, etc.

YARD
SALE
816 N. 19th St.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. Please • 5 p.m.
Sat. till Noon
Household items,
lots of jewelry,
sewing materials
and much more.

GARAGE
SALE
2112 Villa Square
(Off Gibbs Store)
Rain or Shine
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. til ?
Train Set, ceiling
tans, old glassware,
bird cages, food
dehydrator

Chalkboard slowly
being replaced
By GREG TOPPO
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
•(
— When
architects turned a former Safeway
grocery into a public charter school
in 1999, they ditched the dusty
chalkboards.
Instead, each of the 17 classrooms at the SouthEast Academy
of Scholastic Excellence got a'
glossy Whiteboard and set of colored markers — to the delight of
special education teacher JoAnne
Anthony.
"I love it because I .have aller-_
gies and I don't like chalk." said
Anthony. "1 don't like it on my
hands and on my clothes."
While the old-fashioned chalkboard remains a fixtuic in most
U.S. classrooms, school designers
have all but eliminated it. Taking a
page from the business world,
they're outfitting most new and remodeled schools with whiteboards.
in some cases installing high-tech
devices that turn them into virtual
computer screens.
Teachers can surf the Internet in
front of class, save and print out
lessons or even create animated
diagrams that students can review
on a home computer.
"It's helped us to teach the way
we've always Wanted the class to
go.- said Albert Throckmorton. director of curriculum technology at
Episcopal High School in Alexandria. Va.
Even before such - gee-whiz devices came along, educators say.
the chalkboard was on the way out.
killed by computers. Chalk is compressed dust, after all, and dust is
the enemy of computers. To a
lesser degree, schools also worry
about dust allergies.
Nancy Myers. an Indiana schoOl
planner. said that people in her firm
"don't even consider chalkboards
in most cases" and that schools like
the moderObusinesslike look of
whitcboards.
The dust-and-computers problem might be a bit overblown, she
said.
"The truth is, unless the computers arc sitting right on top of the
chalkboards, there isn't going to be
an issue."
First used widely in the United
States in the mid-1800s, the schoolroom chalkboard was itself revolutionary, replacing the handheld
slate as schools began educating
large numbers of students. said
Peggy Kidwell, a curator at the
Smithsonian Institution's National
Museum of American History.
While the popularity of plasticcoated whiteboards took off in the
1990s. these days most are actually
made of the same stuff as chalkboards
a thin coating of porcelain over steel. Chalkboards get a
satin finiskso the chalk will bite.
While whiteboards get a ilossy finish.

A few companies have turned
whiteboards into oversite computer
screens. One company sells a
$10,000 plasma screen that teachers can use to project images from
a computer — the teacher's hand
becomes the computer mouse on
the touch-sensitive screen.
For about $3,500, schools can
buy a device that allows teachers to
draw on a board, hit a button and
print copies on a laser printer — or
save text and drawings to a hard
drive or Web server.
All even cheaper device simply
sticks 0) a whiteboard with suction
cups, each of its four markers fitted
with a computer stylus. The mimio
Xi. manufactured by Massachusetts-ba.sed Virtual Ink Corp., saves
words or drawings stroke-by-stroke
into a computer file, allowing
teachers to create a digital movie of
a lesson. Students can download
and review it using a VCR-like program.
At Episcopal, a coed boarding
school near Washington, Throckmorton bought four mimio Xis for
$1,500. He said students are now
"liberated to participate and understand more in class" because they
know they can replay the lesson —
especially helpful in understanding
mathematical proofs, supply-anddemand curves, cell diagrams and
electron cycles, he said:
"In the classes where the board
is used frequently, especially in our
science department. we've discovered that students are more interested in participating in class and
not be so bound to the manual task
of note taking," he said. A few
schools use a microphone so the
teacher's comments accompany the
animation.
Even with such advances, said
Henry Ruggiero. president of New
York Blackboard of NJ, a major
blackboard manufacturer, teachers
often plead with him not to replace
their chalkboards. The grit offers
just enough resistance for writing.
"It seems to help the children
with their handwriting." he said.
Indeed, a common complaint of
whiteboards is that they're so slick
students end up writing faster than
their brains'can think.
Ohio industrial designer Sandy
Kate said many teachers simply
like the feel of chalk. "I think it's
just one of those things," she said.
"People get used to something and
don't want to give it up."
Kate gives chalkboards five
years at most — making for a
brighter, whiter future. but without
the simple joy of clapping dusty
erasers on the side of the school
building.
"I'do wonder what's going to
happen to all the youth who were
sent forward to clean erasers," Kidwell said. "That always seemed like
a good use of youthful energy."

Group: Weedkiller
atrazine dangerous
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
environmental group asked the
government Monday to ban the use
of atrazine, a weedkiller commonly
sprayed on cornfields and lawns.
The Natural Resources Defense
Council filed a petition asking the
EPA to take the chemical off the
market, charging its leading manufacturer did not properly disclose
that 17 workers had developed
prostate cancer. The group also said
the chemical had been linked to deformities in frogs.
The petition also asks that the
EPA and Justice Department investigate the manufacturer, Swissbased Syngenta, the world's biggest agribusiness. The company's
North American headquarters is in
Greensboro, N.C.
The Environmental Protection
Agency has been drafting new rules
for the use of atrazine, one of the
nation's most widely used pesticides, and is expected to issue any
changes by late summer.
After the chemical is sprayed
onto crops and grass, it can enter
the food chain through rainwater,
snow runoff and groundwater. EPA
rules permit up to 3 parts per billion of atrazine in drinking water.
The resources council contends
new research shows the chemical
— already banned in France, Germany and Italy — is more dangerous than previously thought and is
unfit for public use.
"We hope that the agency will
look at the new evidence and conclude as we have that atrazine is
not safe," said NRDC senior attorney Jon Devine.
The petition maintained that reports from the manufacturer last
year on the result of a prostate can-

cer screening program for employees at its plant in St. Gabriel, La.,
demonstrate that the weedkiller
should be taken off the market.
The group also cited research
made public in April from the University of California, Berkeley, that
showed as many as 20 percent of
male frogs exposed to very low
doses of atrazine can develop multiple sex organs or both male and
female organs. Many had small,
feminized larynxes.
The researchers concluded the
effects resulted from atrazine's
causing cells to produce the enzyme aromatase, which is present
in vertebrates and converts the
male hormone testosterone to the
female hormone estrogen. It happened from doses as small as 0.1
part per billion.
NRDC also said EPA's risk assessment for atrazine violates the
agency's own policy because it relies partly on "an unlawful and unethical experiment in which human
volunteers were intentionally exposed to atrazine."
Syngenta spokeswoman Sherry
Duvall said NRDC was misusing
preliminary data on frogs to draw
insupportable and "outrageous"
conclusions, needlessly alarming
the public with exaggerated claims
about the cancer risk and making a
"desperate, ill-conceived attempt"
to discredit the EPA's review process for pesticides.
"In all cases, Syngenta has been
completely forthcoming with information on atrazine to employees
and to EPA as it became available,"
she said. "Farmers have relied on
atrazine for 40 years as an effective
weed-control tool in corn and for
conservation tillage."

Horoscope
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. June **** Work with others individually
to get the results you want. Stay on top of
6, 2002:
You're full of surprises this year. You pnorities and don't let others, especially
could change direction out of the blue. co-workers, distract you. If unduly nervYour mind becomes ever active and ous, check in with the doctor soon for a
inquisitive. You want answers and will general checkup. Take a bigger perspecseek them out. On the other hand, you. tive. Tonight: Reach for the sky.
could spend a lot of time alone, ponder- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ing issues of relevance to you. You might ***** Defer to a •partner about a
opt to go back to school or travel more. loved one. You might not have all the
You're interested in growing and learn- answers. A child or new friend proves to
ing.. If_you, are single, your prospects of *be unpredictable. but recognize how
finding the right person will increase mucyou enjoy this characteristic in this
after July. Keep your eyes open. If you person. Express your docile and easygoare attached, your relationship will warm ing personality. Tonight: Schedule some
up considerably this year. Schedule some quality time.
out:of-the-way getaways. TAURUS SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be more entrenched in
understands you.
your work than you realize. Others might
find
it hard to distract you. Don't be surThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; prised by what another might resort to in
order to get a reaction from you.
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
Schedule a long chat over dinner.
Tonight: Out.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Friends toss the unexpected SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
into your life. By now, you should nearly
**** Use your imagination with
anticipate this behavior. Your humor communication, especially when dealing
with a partner. You hit the bull's-eye as a
goes a long way in easing some of the
immediate pressure. Use your personali- result. Others stop to listen when you
ty to accomplish what you want. Tonight: express your innate ingenuity. Careful.
Let another treat you.
do some work or you might not get done
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
until the wee hours. Tonight: Pace your*** You might need to be more than
self..
diligent to achieve the results you desire. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Still, you might not be able to please *** A financial change takes you in a
another. What remains important is that new direction. You need to stick to the
you are satisfied. Review a personal mat- basics if you want to solve this problem.
ter behind closed doors. Recycle your A family member does his or her best to
energy later in the day. Tonight: Beam in
work with you. Schedule a fun getexactly what you want.
together late in the afternoon when you
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
don't need to worry about time. Tonight:
**** Use the daylight hours to the Play away.
max, when you could land what you AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
want. Incorporate unanticipated news ***** Excitement seems to follow
into your plans. You also might what to you. Perhaps you're a force in creating it.
check out facts on your own. Do not lose Consider it a possibility. Get feedback
your focus. Stay on target. Tonight: Call from others. Meanwhile, be the whirlit an early night.
wind that you know works, and clear
CANCER (June. 2I-July 22)
your desk. Remember how close the
**** Use your position to move a weekend is., Tonight: Your home is your
project along. Another will reverse his or castle.
her position. You might have an overly PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
strong reaction to this person. Choose *** Take your time with financial
your words carefully, and you'll get the matters. Unexpected knowledge comes
results you want. Schedule meetings later your way. Apply it appropriately.
in the day. Tonight: Where the crowds Consider yourself lucky. Follow through
on what you feel works. Use the later day
are.
to clear your desk and catch up on mesLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Reach out for those at a dis- sages. Tonight: Visit with a friend over a
tance. Check out gossip behind the drink.
scenes and make sure it is real. You could
have a lot of strange facts filtering BORN TODAY:
through. Seek out an expert. Others look Actress Sandra Bernhard (1955), tennis
to you to take a stand. You will, whether pro Bjorn Borg (1956), author Thomas
you want to or not. Tonight: In the lime- Mann (1875)
•••
light.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOVT- My wife has lost
virtually all her smell and taste perceptions. What causes this? Is it treatable?
DEAR READER: Impairment of
smell and/or taste is a surprisingly
common health issue that is often
challenging to diagnose and treat.
Because this subject is so complex,
I've chosen to address it in two parts,
starting with smell.
Loss of the perception of smell can
have dangerous consequences
because it puts people at greater risk
of toxic exposures — for example, to
leaking gas, smoke or the odor of
spoiled food — not to mention the
obvious results, such as an inability to
enjoy the fragrance of flowers, perfume, good food and fine wine.
Experts have estimated that more
than 2 million adult Americans suffer
from the disorder, and less than 20
percent of such patients have been
advised by their physicians to obtain a
gas detector for the home.
In order for us to smell something,
odor-stimulant molecules must pass
through the nasal canal where they
interact with olfactory cells in the
nasal lining. Messages are then transmitted by the olfactory nerves to the
olfactory bulb in the brain, where the
scents are processed. After an injury
or infection, damaged olfactory cells
are believed to regenerate every
month or two.
Disorders of smell can appear as a
total loss of function, a partial loss or
an aberrant odor perception. This can
result from mechanical obstruction in
the nose (infection, polyps or allergies), head trauma (which accounts
for about 11 percent to 18 percent of
cases), glandular conditions (including diabetes, hypothyroidism and
adrenal diseases), the normal aging
process (almost everyone over the
age of 60 has some degree of impairment), environmental toxins (such as
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LOOKING BACK

close to his potential future mate
that, due to medical reasons, he'll
be unable to fulfill any "bedroom
responsibilities"?
Should discreet disclosure be
offered before any close feelings
develop, or should the subject wait
— however long — until intimacy
becomes the obvious natural progression?
Clearing the air early would give
the lady an opportunity to amicably
end the relationship. On the other
hand, if I delay too long, a decision
might never be required! Your
thoughts, please.
SPOKESMAN FOR MANY
UNSURE GUYS IN SAN DIEGO

10 years ago
Murray State University's
munity Summer Band will give its
first performance of the 1992 summer season on Tuesday. June 9. at 7
p.m. The program will be held on
the quadrangle in front of Lovett
Auditorium.
The German Shepherd Dog Club
of Western Kentucky has donated a
Summer Camp Scholarship to the
Humane Society of Calloway
County. This donation will allow a
child from a low-income family to
attend one of the day camps offered
by the society.
20 years ago
DEAR UNSURE: There is a
Calloway County High School's
difference between clearing the
air early and making a prema- Chamber Singers have accepted an
ture announcement. Wait until invitation to perform at the 12th Inyou know the lady well enough ternational Youth and Music Festito discuss the subject of sex
val in July 1983 in Vienna, Austrawithout embarrassment to lia. A booster club, which will raise
either of you. According to my funds for the trip, has been organmail, although many women are ized with Bill Roberts, Kenneth
interested in a sexual relationGeurin, Viola Miller, Marge
ship, not all are.
P.S. I don't know how long it Wagoner, Charles Grogan, Walter
has been since you discussed Steely. Faye Miller, Nancy Miller,
this subject with your doctor, Geneva Oswalt and Peggy Geurin
but you should know that in as officers and committee members.
recent years there have been
Jerry McCoy, Jamey McMillen
many advances made in the and Tony Wallace of Murray-Calloarea of male sexuality.
way COunty Jaycees were elected
to state offices during a Kentucky
Jaycee meeting held in Owensboro.
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
30 years ago
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
Pat Baggett has been named -a
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440. Los
Angeles, CA 900118.
drum major of the Murray High
School Marching Band for 1972-73.
***
Good advice for everyone — teens to
Majorettes named were Tonya
seniors — is in The Anger in All of Us and
White. Julie Outland and Kathy
How to Deal With It." To order, send •
d envelope,
business-size, self add
Williams.
plus check or money order for $5 (U.S.
Dr. Robert Daniel talked about
funds only) to: Dear Abby, Anger Booklet.
P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris, IL 81064-0447.
"Rifles
and Bench Rest Shooting"
(Postage is included.)
*

DEAR DAUGHTER: You are
no longer a child. At 34 years of
age, your childhood is behind
you. If your birth mother is the
mother you always wanted,
then cherish your newfound
CONTRACT BRIDGE
relationship.
Your adoptive parents may
call you ungrateful, but please
remember that they are the
ones who should have been
had both the eight ofspades and ace
grateful to have you — and North dealer.
of hearts.
they had no right to make the North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
Accordingly,West returned the
hurtful comments that haunt
+64
deuce of spades at trick three. Deyou to this day.
VKQJ 109
clarer took East's eight with the
•Q 9 3
jack and had no alternative but to
DEAR ABBY: Upon entering a
4IJbAQ 5
tackle hearts. East took the first
relationship that has the possibility
WEST
EAST
heart with the ace and returned the
of becoming a lifetime involvement, •A K 7 2
three ofspades,allowing West,who
when should a senior widower dis- V 7 5 4
9
A6
83
2
had the A-7 over South's Q-5, to
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
•86 4
•10 7 2
score two spade tricks, and the
*987
4K 6 3 2
contract went down one.
I L_lr
IVI
SOUTH
There is no question that East•Q J 105
West defended perfectly and did
•83
everything that could be expected
•A K J 5
ofthem. However,the fact remains
+J 104
that South could and should have
The bidding:
made the contract.
North East
South West
All he had to do was to put up
1 V
Pass
1+
Pass dummy's ace of clubs at trick one
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass and lead the king of hearts at trick
3 NT
two. This would have guaranteed
Opening lead — nine ofclubs.
at least nine tricks no matter how
There is often more than one the defenders'cards were divided.
story in a bridge hand. For exThe lesson to be learned from
ample.take this case where South South's play at trick one is that a
was in three notrump and West finesse should not be taken just
led the nine of clubs. Declarer because it's there. While J-10-x facplayed the five from dummy,los- ing A-Q-x is an ideal holding for
ing to East's king,whereupon East finessing purposes,the fact remains
shifted to the nine ofspades, cov- that in this case taking the finesse
ered by South with the ten.
jeopardizes the contract, while reLOYE-LIfE DISASTERS...
NO
West won the ten with the fusing the finesse guarantees the
NOU NEED
3 CUTE CAT STORIES_
WONDER
A SEPARATE
king and concluded that there contract. Given these circum47 HAIR EMERGENCIES...
I NEVER
E-MAIL
was practically no chance of de- stances, declarer has no real choice
GET
ADDRESS
feating the contract unless East but to decline the finesse.
ANNTHING FOR 13U5INESS
DONE!!
MESSA6ES.

IF YOU HAVEAN
EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL US
AT 753-1916
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arsenic, benzene, sulfur, chromium
fumes, pesticides, tobacco smoke and
others), neurological disease (including Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's,
multiple sclerosis and epilepsy), psychiatric conditions (depression and
schizophrenia), congenital defects
and autoimmune disorders (Sjogren
syndrome,lupus and others).
Also, many medications can affect
the perception of smell. These include
antidepressants and anti-convulsants,
antihypertensive drugs, anti-inflammatory products, antibiotics, anti-cancer drugs, bronchodilators and asthma medications, cholesterol-lowering
medicines and muscle relaxants.
Radiation therapy has the potential to
affect smell.
In diagnosing smell disorders, doctors use a variety of testing methods,
including chemosensory stimulation
(with chocolate, perfume or a scratchand-sniff test called the University of
Pennsylvania Smell Identification test
- UPSIT). extensive blood analysis
(for elevated sugar, reduced kidney
function and other afflictions) and
imaging studies (such as MRI or CT
scanning to search for anatomical
defects and injuries).
Treatment of smell disorders
depends on the cause. Topical
steroids, for example, can lead to
impressive success if the underlying
prdblem is infection, allergic reaction
or polyps. In the presence of nasal or
sinus infection, an intensive and prolonged course of antibiotics may be
necessary. For chronic allergic conditions, desensitization injections often
bring relief. If conservative measures
are ineffective, endoscopic nasal and
sinus surgery can produce dramatic
changes.
Unfortunately, there is no effective
treatment for the most common cause
of smell disorder: upper respiratory
tract viral infection. In this case, the
patient can be reassured that with
time and patience, the situation will
eventually resolve — but that resolution may take months or years.
To be continued.

DEAR ABBY: I was adopted at
birth, 34 years ago. My adoptive
parents always told me I was adopted. They also told me that I was
lucky they took me because nobody
else wanted me, and "that girl" who
gave birth to me abandoned me at
the hospital.
All my life they made sure I
knew I was no catch, and my father
told me as a child that if anyone
else had adopted me, they would
have given me back as soon as it
turned daylight.
Then last year a miracle happened. My birth mother found me.
We talked on the phone, and she
came for a visit. Abby, she is the
sweetest woman I have ever met.
She was only 15 when she gave
birth to me, and she placed me for
adoption in the hope that I would
have a better life than the one she
could offer.
The closer my birth mother and I
become, the larger the rift has
become between me and my adoptive parents. They continue to say
terrible things about her. I haven't
introduced them because I'm afraid
they would say or do something to
either embarrass me or hurt my
birth mother's feelings. They still
refuse to call her by name.
It's getting to the point that I
don't even want them around. My
husband says ifthey bother me that
much, I should tell them not to
come over any more. I won't have a
problem with that, as I have very
few feelings left for them. I'm glad I
finally found the mother I always
wanted — and the one who always
wanted me.
BIRTH MOTHER'S DAUGHTER

A Crucial Decision

4**
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 5. the
156th day of 2002. There are 209
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 5, 1968, Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy . was assassinated after
claiming victory in California's
Democratic presidential primary.
Gunman Sirhan Bishara Sirhan was
immediately arrested.
On this date:
In 1783. Joseph and Jacques
Montgolfier publicly demonstrated
their hot-air balloon in a 10-minute
flight over Annonay. France.
In 1917. about 10 million American men began registering for the
draft in World War I.
In 1975. Egypt reopened the
Suez Canal to international shipping, eight years after it was closed
because of the 1967 war with Israel.
- In 1981, the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention 'reported that five men in Los Angeles
— all homosexuals — had come
down with a rare kind of pneumonia: they were .the first recognized
cases of what later became known
as AIDS.
In 1999.jazz and pop-singer Mel
Terme died in Los Angeles at age
73.
One year ago: Senate Republicans spent their last full day in
power before turning control over to
Democrats, a change that, came
about because of a decision by Vermont Sen. James Jeffords to leave
the GOP and become an independent.

2002 United Feature Syndicate
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at a meting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club. which was held at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse
40 years ago
Eli Alexander has been named
principal of Murray High School.
He will succeed Fred Schultz, who
has been named as superintendent
of Murray City Schools.
Gene S. Graham. Pulitzer prize
winning writer for the Nashville
Tennessean. was honored by the
Murray State College Alumni Association at its annual banquet on June
2.
Master Sergeant Roy Al Folsom
Jr. of Donaldson Air Force Base in
South Carolina. has returned from
Tanganyika. Africa. While in Africa, he assisted the victims of recent floods in that country.
Glenda Jones will receive her
State Homemaker degree during a
meeting'of Kentucky Future Homemakers of America, to be held at
Eastern Kentucky College in Richmond. June 5-7. She is a member
and graduating senior of Murray
College High School.
50 years ago
Again the townspeople of Murray and students, staff and faculty at
Murray State College are preparing
to roll out the welcome mat for participants in the annual North-South
All-Star Basketball Game to be
played at the Murray State Carr
Health Building on June 14.
The four baseball teams of Little
League at Murray City Park have
been selected, according to Ty Holland, superintendent of the Murray
City Park.
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Get counseling before giving
ultimatum to straying mate
QUESTION: My wife has been
involved in an affair with her boss
for six months. I've known about
It from the beginning, but just
haven't been able to confront her.
Melanie acts like she doesn't love
me anyway. If I give her an ultimatum,I could lose her completely. Can you assure me that won't
happen? Have you ever offered
the "love must be tough" advice
and had it backfire, ending in
divorce?
DR. DOBSON: Yes, I have, and
I certainly understand your caution. I wish I
could guarantee
Melanie
how
will react to a
firmer approach.
Unfortunately,
life offers few
certainties, even
when all the
Focus on probabilities
the Family point in one
By Dr. James direction.
Sometimes
Dobson
well-conditioned
drop
athletes
dead from heart attacks. Some outstanding parents raise children who
rebel and become drug addicts.
Some of the most intelligent, cautious businessmen foolishly bankrupt themselves. Life is like that.
Things happen every day that
occurred.
have
shouldn't
Nevertheless, we should go with the
best information available to us. I
saw a sign that said. "The fastest
horses don't always win, but you
should still bet on them." Even as a
non-gambler, that makes sense to
me.
Having offered that disclaimer,
let me say that there is nothing risky
about treating oneself with greater
respect, exhibiting confidence and
poise. pulling backward and releasing the door on the romantic trap.
The positive benefits of that
approach are often immediate and
dramatic. Self-respect expressed in a
loving way virtually never fails to
have a salutary effect on a drifting
lover, unless there is not the tiniest
spark left to fan. Thus, in instances
when opening the cage door results
in a spouse's sudden departure, the
relationship was in the coffin
already.
I'm reminded of the proverb that
says. "If you love something. set it
free. If it comes back to you, it's
yours. If it doesn't come back, it
never was yours in the first place."
There is a great truth in that, and it
applies to your relationship with
your wife.
Now,obviously, it is risky to precipitate a period of crisis When

explosive individuals are involved
in mid-life turmoil or a passionate
fling with a new lover, great tact and
wisdom are required to know when
and how to respond. That's why professional counsel is vital before,
during and after the confrontation.
It would be unthinkable of me to
recommend that victims of affairs
indiscriminately pose ultimatums
with 24-hour deadlines, or that they
push an independent partner in a
corner. Great caution is needed in
such delicate conflicts.
In short, I suggest that you seek
the assistance of a competent counselor who can help you deal with the
problem of Melanie's affair.
QUESTION: Children seem to
be growing up at a younger age
today than in the past. Is this true
and, if so, what accounts for their
faster development?
DR. DOBSON: Yes, it is true.
Statistical records indicate that our
children are growing taller today
than in the past, probably resulting
from better nutrition, medicine,
exercise, rest and recreation. And
this more ideal physical environment has apparently caused sexual
maturity to occur at younger and
younger ages.
It is thought that puberty in a particular child is triggered when he or
she reaches a certain level of
growth: therefore. when environmental and general health factors
propel a youngster upward at a
faster rate, sexual maturation occurs
earlier.
For example, in 1850. the average age of menarche (first menstruation) in Norwegian girls was 17.0
years of age: in 1950. it was 13.0.
The average age of puberty in
females had dropped four years in
one century.
In the United States the average
age of the menarche dropped from
16.5 in 1840 to 12.9 in 1950. More
recent figures indicate that it now
occurs on average at 12.8 years of
age! Thus, the trends toward
younger dating and sexual awareness are a result, at least in part. of
this "fast track" mechanism.
• Dr Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family. PO. Box 444, Colorado
Springs. CO 80903: or wwwfamily.org. Questions and answers are
excerpted .from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home
Reference Guide... published by
Tyndale House.
2002 JAMES DOBSON INC.
DISTRIBUTED BY
UNIVERSAL PRESS
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Batman invades Superman Celebration
Special to the Ledger
METROPOLIS Ill. — June 6-9
in Metropolis always means Superman is going to be back in town for
the Superman Celebration. But this
year, the celebration has a new
twist, with the addition of Batman,
or at least the actor who made him
famous.
Adam West, whose deadpan acting brought Batman to life in the
1960s television series, will be
there along with his trusty Batmobile.
West will be joined by Julie
Newmar, who played the seductive
villainess Catwoman in the series
and Noel Neill, who played Lois
Lane, the object of Clark Kent's
desire, in the original television Superman series.
Although it may seem odd to
some to invite another superhero to
Superman's party, it's not the first
time the Man of Steel and the Dynamic Duo have come together.
"They have ienjoyed a relationship in comics since the 1940s,"
said Super Museum owner Jim
Hambrick.
Hambrick said comics under the
name -World's Finest" featured all
three crimefighters joining forces to
battle evil together.
And. besides. West figures to
bring in people who might not
come to the celebration otherwise.
"He's known for drawing big
crowds," Hambrick said of West.
Visitors will have several opportunities for autographs and photos
with the stars and. the Dynamic
Duo's famous car, the Batmobile.
Scott Cranford will be back
playing the role of Superman at locations throughout the celebration,
Cranford, who was the winner in
a nationwide search for an actor to

runThree-man teams will compete
play Superman for the 2000 cele- tennis tournament, a four-mile
two
and
race
bicycle
a
race,
ning
at the sportspark in the paintball
bration, will be back for a third apwill all keep
tournament in rookie/novice and
pearance. Last year, Cranford got billiards tournaments
busy.
set
active
the
divisions in a paintball
amateur
girlfriend,
real-life
married to his
Serious Superman fans will encompetition. The paint will start to
Marcella Encinas, at Washington
Auction, Supersplatter at 9 a.m. on June 8.
Park on the final day of the celebra- joy the Superman and, of course, a
man Film Festival,
Game shows based on popular
tion.
Super Museum.
television shows will be held this
Also appearing will be re- visit to the
Other events and activities
year. "Who Wants to be a Supernowned free-lance comic artist
for the festival include the
planned
Steve Stanley.
Baby Contest, talent show, a man" and "The Weakest Kryptonite
But the celebration is not all Super
garden club luncheon, bicycle stunt Link," will be held at the Metropoabout the celebrities.
tractor pull, dart toss, living lis Community Center Saturday and
show,
Back again is the Smallville
weekend, children's tractor Sunday.
history
Tent, where a wide variety of acProfessional wrestling is back
and cow ring toss to name only
pull
tivities for the younger set are
after a two-year absence.
again
a few.
planned.
The washer-tossing competition,
Visitors to this year's celebraAnd, what would a Superman
tion will also get a chance to see a which was a big success when it
Celebration be without the carnireplica of the Daily Planet office, was held for the first time last year,
val? The perennial favorite will
will be back again this year.
with furnishings from the
complete
again offer rides, fun and entertainMajor sponsorship for the celeset of the television show at a
real
ment to kids and grownups alike.
display on Market Street near the bration comes from Harrah's and
The carnival will be located at
the City of Metropolis, with BanMan of Steel Tent.
Superman Land, on the corner of
Game shows, a steel bending terra, Community National Bank
Seventh and Pearl stre.ets and will
demonstration by strongman John and City National Bank providing
open at 6 p.m. on June 6 and reBrookfield and a paintball tourna- sponsorship of many individual
main open until midnight each
events.
ment will debut this year.
night.
Concessions will be available,
including corn dogs, cotton candy,
caramel apples, Polish sausage and
more.
If you are a NEWCOMER to
And then there's the music. This
Murray/Calloway County
year the musical lineup offers enCall KATHRYN OUTLAND
tertainment for those of various
AT 753-3079
musical tastes.
The Galloways will perform
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
gospel music on the main stage beThe
with
6,
ginning at 7 p.m. June
Nelons taking the stage at 8:30 p.m.
On June 7, The Cruisers will
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
perform classic rock on the main
business and professional people. It's their way of
stage,at 6:30, followed by country
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
music group Fletcher. On June 8,
the Paducah Jan Ensemble takes
Murray-Calloway County."
the stage at 7 p.m.
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
For those with a desire to get in
Over 50 years!
on the action, the celebration offers
plenty of participatory events. A
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serving you
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